The King’s Highway

How 75 Years of Toll Gates
Shaped The Island’s Roads.

THE KING’S HIGHWAY
King Charles II was the first person to seriously address the problem of the maintenance of Britain's
roads. In 1663 he introduced the notion of toll payments by road users; the idea took hold and by
1800, 20,000 miles of Britain's trunk roads were subject to payment for use.
On the Island, up until 1813 the maintenance of the roads had been funded by parish rates under
the terms of the Isle of Wight Carriage Rates Act of 1783, the rates being extracted from local ratepayers
who were, for the most part, local gentry and landowners. These disgruntled local gentry engaged a
professional man, James Clarke, to prepare a petition to Parliament to secure a local Act to improve
the Island's roads. The petition was successful and led to the 1813 Act “for amending the Roads and
Highways in the Isle of Wight,” which established a Highway Commission with the power to raise
money to repair and improve all the Island parish roads by means of tolls, an outcome which the local
gentry and landowners naturally welcomed, as the Act shifted the burden of payment for road
maintenance from themselves to the local community. Not surprisingly, the introduction of toll gates
across the Island was very much resented by the local community who had used the routes freely for
centuries but were now expected to pay for the privilege.
A further cause for resentment was that on the mainland tolls were, for the most part, confined to
trunk roads linking major towns and cities. The Island by its very nature did not contain any trunk
routes so in a departure from practice in the rest of the country, tolls were levied on minor roads
linking not cities, but rural towns and villages.
The Act required ten 'turnpikes' to be installed across the Island. They came into effect the following
year, on June 6th, 1814, and for the next 75 years the Island's main roads and highways became
subject to tolls.
The move was a timely one, the preamble to the Act stating :

“Whereas the several Public Roads and Highways in, over and
through the Isle of Wight are in many Parts in very bad Condition,
narrow and incommodious, and in some Places dangerous for
Travellers and Carriages, and the same cannot be properly widened
and repaired by the Laws now in being; and it would be of great
Advantage to the Inhabitants of the said Isle, and to the Public in
general if the said Roads and Highways were properly amended,
widened, altered, turned, improved, and maintained in repair : And
whereas, from the great Increase of the Population and Trade of the
said Isle of Wight, and from the large Military Establishments therein,
and also from the Number of Persons who visit and travel the said
aisle, the Amendment and Improvement of the Public Roads in the
said Isle or Island, are become Matters of great Necessity, and the
same will in a very essential Manner contribute, not only to the
Advantage and Accommodation as before mentioned of the
Inhabitants of the said Island, and to the Persons travelling the said
Island, but will also afford to such Military Establishments more
speedy and expeditious Means of Communication with each other :
And whereas it would greatly tend to the effecting of such beneficial
Purposes; the said several beneficial Purposes cannot be carried into
effect without the Aid of Parliament : May it therefore please Your
Majesty that it may be enacted by the Commons in this present
Parliament assembled.”

The 1813 Act

Venable’s ‘Guide To The Isle of Wight,’ published in 1860, shed further light on the state of the Island's
roads in the 18th and 19th century : "A century ago passenger coaches on the Island’s road were
accompanied by a little boy whose employment was to open the gates on the road, at that time nearly
innumerable; Hassell reckons 52 between Newport and Yarmouth; 50 between Freshwater and St
Catherine's, and 35 between Ryde and Ventnor."
In November 1813, the Island's Highway Commissioners met in Newport Guildhall to decide the exact
location of the first ten turnpikes on the Island. The term 'turnpike' is a misleading one; strictly
speaking there were never any ‘turnpikes’ on the Island, the toll collection points being either ‘tollhouses,’ ‘toll booths,’ or ‘toll bars.’ Dating from the 1500s, the word ‘turnpike’ originally meant a barrier
placed across a road, or way, to defend against attack by horse cavalry. These early 'turnpikes'
consisted of a row of sharp pikes, or spears, attached to a frame which was secured at one end to an
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upright pole. The whole frame closely resembled a gate and could be moved to an open or closed
position. In the closed position, the spears offered a strong deterrent to anyone on horseback tempted
to jump the barrier. The later tollgates, although not surmounted by spears, did bear a resemblance
to the earlier turnpikes in that they formed a moveable barrier across the road; the name appears to
have stuck as a generic term and by the 1750’s the word 'turnpike' seems to have entered popular
parlance to mean any toll gate across a road. It is telling that of the many hundreds of images of
British 'turnpikes' available online today, not one of them show an actual turnpike - the images,
without exception, show tollgate booths, bars or conventional gates with small toll-houses alongside.
Tellingly, the Highway Commissioners never referred to turnpikes throughout their years of monthly
meetings. They used the phrase ‘turnpike gates’ in their first meeting, “it was resolved that Turnpike
Gates be erected at the five entrances to Newport,” but from then on the word ‘turnpike’ on its own
rarely appeared in the notes of their meetings over the next 75 years.
On November 2nd, 1813 the newly appointed Highway Commissioners met at Newport Guildhall. They
had decided on five toll collection points at the approaches to Newport, two at Ryde, and one each at
East Cowes, Cowes, and Yarmouth. Within six months the tollgates were in place and on June 6th,
1814, the collection of tolls began. However, before any of that could happen, plots of land had to be
purchased at the chosen locations - each plot being thirty feet by thirty feet - and contractors had to
be chosen for the building of the toll houses. Local “gentlemen, clergy and merchants” were nominated
as trustees and they in turn appointed a clerk, a treasurer and a surveyor to actually administer and
maintain the highway. Once in place, the payment of road tolls became an everyday part of Island life
for the next 75 years.
All the Highway Commissioners meetings were minuted and 19 bound volumes of the hand-written
minutes, covering the years 1813 to 1905, are held in the County Records Office at Newport.

An entry in one of the nineteen handwritten volumes held in the County
Records Office of Highway Commissioners’ meetings.

A ‘turnpike’ in the American Civil War in 1864. Turnpikes became an integral part of the U.S. road
system, hence the use of the word ‘freeway’ in America to denote a road not subject to tolls.
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THE OPERATION OF THE TOLLGATES
As Venables had noted in 1860, private gates on the Island's roads were “innumerable”. These private
gates should not be confused with tollgates, and nor should the many Island locations that include
the word ‘gate’ in their names, i.e. Three Gates, Freshwater Gate, Pallance Gate etc. These are simply
examples of private landowners' gates placed across thoroughfares to secure their fields and livestock.
Nor should they be confused with the later toll roads such as at those at Seaview and Bembridge,
where the roads in question were owned by private landowners who charged a fee for access.
The precise details of the day-to-day running of the tollgates have been lost to time. Not every aspect
of their operation is covered in the otherwise highly detailed 1813 Act but some anecdotal information
on their operation can be found in contemporary newspaper articles and various other written sources.
The operation of the tollgates appears to have been a 24 hour operation, at least in the case of manned
toll-houses. The County Press of August 1, 1925 carried a report on a speech by Admiral of the Fleet,
Sir Arthur Gough-Calthorpe to the boys of Newport Grammar School (see page 58), in the course of
which he told them: "When the old man or old woman had gone to bed, and the toll-gate was shut right
across the road, after banging at the door for some time at last someone came out and collected the toll
and opened the gate."
It is also known that a ticket of some form was issued on payment of the toll. The 1958 obituary of a
Lake resident (see page 59) contains the information, "The toll was 3d. for one horse, with a ticket to
frank the owner through the next toll gate eight miles away."
This issuing of a ticket is confirmed in the 1813 Act : "The Collector is required to deliver, gratis, to the
Person paying such Toll, a Note or Ticket denoting such payment," and the reference to “eight miles” is
also explained in the Act, "No Person or Persons shall be liable to pay out more than One such Gate or
Turnpike within the Distance of every 8 Miles he, she, or they may travel in or through.
On June 6th, 1814, the tollgates came into operation ending centuries of free travel on the Island’s
roads. For the next 75 years the collection of tolls became a part of everyday life. Toll charges were
raised for every cart, wagon and carriage that passed through a tollgate, the exact charge depending
on the width of the wheels of each vehicle. Charges were raised for every horse, sheep, pig ass or mule
that passed a toll point, the only exemption being livestock going to, or coming from, the Wednesday
Newport Market. The tolls were all encompassing, free passage only being given to those on foot.
The Commissioners themselves did not engage in the running of the tollgates. Instead, a franchise to
operate the tollgates was sold by auction, held annually for the first fourteen years, then every three
years, before reverting to an annual auction in the latter years of the toll system.
No taxes are popular and the tollgates were no exception. Predictably, they were unpopular and
controversial, for they were, arguably, a tax on those perhaps least able to afford it. Certainly working
class businessmen and owners of the smaller farms would have found the tolls a more onerous
imposition than the wealthy, and the poor would have resented the fact that it was they who were
paying for the upkeep of the roads.
The Local Government Act of 1889 established elected county councils in England and Wales. These
new councils then became responsible for all local administration, which was henceforth to be paid
for by the raising of rates.
As part of the new legislation, the responsibility for funding the maintenance of roads and highway
through local rates passed to the boroughs at the same time and the toll payments were finally
abolished.
By this time some 27 tollgates, houses and bars were in existence on the Island's roads. Unloved and
disliked they passed into history. Surprisingly for a system that was in being for 75 years, very little
record of them exists. Hopefully, these notes will go some way to rectifying that omission.
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Newport, viewed from Fairlee in 1813, the first year of operation of the tollgates.

An 1852 map of the Island’s tollroads
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The locations of the Island’s toll gates, houses and tollbars in existence between 1813 and 1889. Some of the
locations are speculative due to the fact that on occasion tollhouses relocated, some moving some distance while
others simply moved to the other side of the road, all the while keeping the same title, hence the name of some
toll points may refer to more than one location.

An 1864 engraving of a tollgate on the outskirts of London showing a typical wooden shelter provided
for the toll keeper. Many shelters and toll houses across the country including, presumably, the Isle
of Wight, were built to the same design.
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TIMELINE OF THE TOLLGATES
What follows is a chronological list of notable dates and events in the life of the toll system. The timeline
begins in 1813 and consists of extracts from the bound volumes, held in the County Records Office, of
notes of the Highway Commissioners meetings which were held fortnightly in the Guildhall, Newport.
These extracts are supplemented by contemporary newspaper reports and various writings, accompanied
by photographs, illustrations and maps.
The maps throughout are largely drawn from Ordnance Survey (OS) maps, primarily the series prepared
and surveyed in 1866 but the Newport toll houses and bars are taken from a unique map, measuring
over 5 feet by 4 feet, owned by Colin Fairweather. It shows in great detail Newport parish boundaries
for the years 1868, 1876 and 1885, overlaid onto a map bearing the legend “Map of Newport, Isle of
Wight, Ordnance Survey, 1863.”
Note : The maps and photographs throughout are not in chronological order. They have been grouped
by rough geographic location.

1813

The newly appointed Highway Commissioners met for the first time at Newport Guildhall in
November 1813. The proposed sites for the first ten tollgates were revealed and over the next
seven months the Commissioners set about awarding contracts for the building of the tollgates
and tollhouses. Some of the subsequent meetings refer to plans of the tollhouses. While the County
Records Office hold the bound volumes of every meeting of the Commissioners, unfortunately the
plans referred to in some of the Meetings notes have not survived.
Highway Commissioners Meeting, November 2, 1813.
Also at this Meeting it was resolved that Turnpike Gates be erected at the five entrances to Newport - two at Ryde - one at
East and West Cowes - and one at Yarmouth immediately, and that the Surveyors do report to the next meeting whether any
Houses can be found already built to answer the purpose of Toll Houses - and that they do also report to the next meeting
the state of the Road from Newport to Ryde and give their Opinion as to the expediency and probable expense of diverting
the Road from Wootton through the lands of Mr Fleming.
And it was also at this Meeting resolved that the regular Meetings of the Commissioners for the purpose of carrying the
Hacked into execution should for the ensuing Year be holden once in every fortnight (namely) on the Days on which the
Cattle Market in Newport is held.
Highway Commissioners Meeting, November 10, 1813.
At this Meeting it was resolved that Turnpike Gates be erected at or near the following Places, viz,
Newport
Ryde
Cowes
East Cowes

Nodehill above Deadman's Lane
Carisbrook New Village. Coppins Bridge
Town Gate Bridge and Pan Bridge

Near the Entrance from Newport and Ashey
Near the Entrance from Saint Helens

Near Mr Fazakerley's Gate
Near Mr Harrington's Stable

Near the Direction Post on the Road from Newport

And that the Clerk do advertise for Tenders from Persons willing to contract for erecting Toll Houses and Turnpike
Gates according to Plans and specifications, and also from the Occupiers of Houses in the above situations, specifying the
7

West Cowes Toll House from 1866 OS Map.

West Cowes Toll House 2020.
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sum per annum at which they will undertake to collect the Tolls and keep the Gates, and also from the owners of Lands in
the same Situations specifying at what Sums they will Sell the Commissioners small pieces of Land of Thirty Feet Square
for the purpose of erecting Toll Houses on.
Highway Commissioners Meeting, December 8, 1813
At this Meeting Messrs Joshua and William Spickernell were proposed and accepted as Securities for Mr Denyer's
fulfilling of his contract in erecting Toll Houses.

Also at this meeting Messrs Spickernells and Taylor and Morey agreed to contract for the Gates at £25 each - Cube
rough Oak at 6/9d per foot - Cube wrought and painted 7/- per foot run, 2 3/4 Diameter - Deal Bars and painting 7/- per foot.
And at this Meeting it was Resolved that a Toll House and Gate be erected at the top of Hunny Hill beyond Sir
Leon Holmes's Plantation, and that the Clerk be authorised to treat with Mr Stephens for the purchase of a piece of Land for
that purpose.
Also that a Toll House and Gate be erected at Carisbrooke New Village in the Corner of the Field, the Property of
Mr Rob't Clarke, on the left side of the Road leading to Carisbrooke near Deadman's Lane and that the Clerk be authorised
to treat with Mr Clarke for the purchase of a piece of Land for that purpose.
Also that one other Toll House and Gate be erected at Node Hill beyond Deadman's Lane on part of Mr Drake's
Land, and that the Clerk be authorised to treat with Mr Drake for the purchase of a piece of Land for the purpose.
Also that one other Toll House and Gate be erected on the spot of Ground opposite Mr Thos. Pedders, beyond
Coppins Bridge, and that the Clerk be authorised to treat for the purchase of the said Land.
And at this Meeting the Surveyors were directed to report to the next Meeting the best situations for Toll Gates at
Ryde and East and West Cowes
And at this meeting the Clerk was directed to present the Letter received from Col Fleming respecting the intended
new Road from Wootton to Ryde, to the Magistrates at their next Meeting.

1814

Highway Commissioners Meeting, January 16, 1814.
At this meeting it was agreed that the contractor for Toll Houses should not batten them, but should cement the
sides with Parker’s Cement the same as the Front, and that the Expense of this Alteration should be settled by two Surveyors,
one to be chosen by the Commissioners and the other by the Contractor, such Surveyor valuing the additional expense of
cementing the sides and allowing the Commissioners the expense of battening - in other respects the contract to remain.
At this Meeting it was ordered that the Toll House at the New Village be completed without delay.
And at this Meeting the Clerk reported that Mr Player wished the Gate at Stonepits to be put up or that his Property
there should be enclosed - and it was agreed that the further consideration of this Business be postponed.
Highway Commissioners Meeting, March 30, 1814.
And at this Meeting it was resolved that Toll Houses and Gates be erected in the following situations, viz,
West Cowes

East Cowes
Ryde

Yarmouth

A Toll House and Gate a little higher up than Mr Page's
Cottage on the Road leading from Cowes to Newport
A Gate on the Hill at West Cowes near Mr Harrington's Stables,
and a Bar across the Road at Debourne.

A Toll House and Gate on the Road from East Cowes to Newport
near the turning towards Whippingham church.

A Toll House and Gate on the Road at the East End of Stone Pits Common
near to the Road leading to pound.
A Toll House and Gate on the Road leading from Ryde to Ashey,
a short distance from Ryde.

A Gate on Yarmouth Common.
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Debourne (Round House) Toll House from 1866 OS Map.

Debourne (Round House) Toll House, 2020.
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Highway Commissioners Meeting, April 13, 1814.
At this Meeting it was Resolved and ordered that the Surveyors be authorised to treat with the Proprietors and
occupiers of the Land on the Cowes Road near Farmer Dallimore's for a piece of Land to erect a Toll House.
And also for a piece of Waste Land near the pack Road leading to Moor Farm.
And also with the Owner of the Land near the turning leading to Whippingham Church in the Parish of Whippingham.
And also with the Owner of the Lands at the East End of Stonepits Common near to the Road leading to Pound in
the parish of Newchurch.
And also with the Proprietors of such Waste Land as may be necessary on the Road leading from Ryde to Ashey
and from Ryde to St John's.

Highway Commissioners Meeting, April 27, 1814
At this Meeting the Surveyors having reported that the piece of Land fixed on for the purpose of erecting a Toll
House near Farmer Dallimore's on the West Cowes Road is the most eligible, it was Resolved that the Surveyors be
empowered to treat with Mr Green, the Proprietor of the said Land for the purchase thereof.
The Surveyors also reported that sufficient Waste Land can be found on the Sides of the Roads in the following situations
for the erecting of Toll Houses, viz, At the end of Stone pits common - and also on the Road leading from Ryde to Ashey
and from Ryde to Saint Helens. It was at this Meeting ordered that the Surveyors do give directions for the erecting the Toll
Houses on such parts of the said Wastes as they may consider the most eligible immediately.
And at this Meeting it was finally Resolved and agreed that the Toll House on the East Cowes Road should be
erected on the West side of the Road on the Land of James Hills, and that the Surveyors do communicate this Resolution to
Mr Hills and agree with him for the Land accordingly.
And at this meeting it was resolved that Mr William Martiner be appointed to meet the Surveyor of the Contract
for Toll Houses to value the Extra Work done at the Toll Houses since the taking of the Contract and that Mr Martiner be
desired to produce the Account and Valuation of the same at the next Meeting.
And also that orders be given to the Contract for the Toll Gates to have the Gates fixed at the Toll Houses on Hunny
Hill, at the Carisbrook New Village - at Node Hill and at Coppins Bridge by the 30th day of May next.
And that at the next Meeting persons be appointed to collect the Tolls at the Gates so fixed on to be erected
and that Notices be given for persons to send in Tenders in writing to the Commissioners at their next Meeting which Tenders
to specify the lowest price or sum per week at which they are willing to undertake to collect the Tolls, they finding their own
Coal and Candles and to live in the Toll House Rent free and also to give the names of two Persons (to be approved of by
the Commissioners) as Securities for their fulfilling their contract and paying over the Monies Collected at the times and in
such Manner as the Commissioners shall order and direct.
Highway Commissioners Meeting, May 11, 1814
At this Meeting it was ordered that the Contractors be directed to prepare and Cart the Materials for the Toll House near
Dallimore's on the West Cowes Road, that the Building may be proceeded on without delay as soon as Mr Green's answer
respecting the Land can be obtained.
Also that the further consideration respecting the Land to be purchased in the Parish of Whippingham for the erecting
of a Toll House be postponed until Mr Blackford's answer can be obtained respecting the situation proposed for its erection.

And at this Meeting the following Tolls were fixed on to be paid at the several Gates, viz,
£ s d

For every Coach &c drawn by 6 or more Horses,
Mules or other Beasts the Sum of

0. 1. 6

For every Coach &c drawn by 5 Horses, Mules
or other Beasts the sum of

0. 1. 3

For every Coach &c drawn by 4 Horses, Mules
or other Beasts the sum of

0. 1. 0

For every Coach &c drawn by 3 Horses, Mules
or other Beasts the sum of

0. 0. 9

For every Coach &c drawn by 2 Horses, Mules
or other Beasts the sum of

For every Coach &c drawn by One Horse, Mule
or other Beast the sum of

0. 0. 6
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0. 0. 3

For every Wagon, Wain Cart or other such Carriage
with Wheels of less breadth than 3 inches and
drawn by one Horse or other Beast, the person
using the same being a common Carrier, the Sum of

0. 0. 8

For every Horse, Mare, Gelding, Mule or Ass laden
or unladen and not drawing, the Sum of

0. 0. 2

For the Same, the Person not being a Common Carrier

0. 0. 4

For every Score of Oxen, Cows, Bullocks or neat Cattle the Sum of ten pence, and so in proportion for any greater or less
number than a Score, And For every Score of Calves, Sheep, Hogs or Lambs the Sum of five pence, and so in proportion for
any greater or less number than a Score.
And for every Coach, Chariot, Landau, Berlin, Hearse, Chaise, Curricle, Calash Wagon, Wain Cart or other Carriage,
and for every Horse, Mare, Gelding, Mule or Ass, and for every drove of Oxen, Cows, Bullocks, Calves, Hogs, Sheep or
Lambs which shall pass through any of the said Gates on Sunday (to be computed from 12 o'clock on Saturday night to 12
o'clock on Sunday night) double the Tolls hereinbefore mentioned.

All Pigs and Sheep going to or returning from the Market of Newport, on the Wednesday, Cattle Market day, and on
Saturdays, Exempt from Toll
And at this Meeting it was resolved that the following Sums be fixed on as a Composition to be paid in lieu of Tolls
for a Year, viz,
Every Person using a Coach or other Carriage drawn by six Horses
and for every Horse (above 6) used for Riding an additional sum of

£

s d

6. 10. 0
10. 0

Every Person using a coach or other Carriage drawn by 4 Horses £5. 0. 0 and for every Horse used for Riding (above 4) an
additional sum of 10 /-

Every Person using a coach or other Carriage drawn by 2 Horses £2 10. 0 and for every Horse used for Riding (above 2) an
additional sum of 10 /-

Every Person using a coach or other Carriage drawn by one Horse £1. 0. 0 and for every Horse used for Riding (above 1) an
additional sum of 10 /-.
Every Person using any Horse for Riding (and not using any Coach or other Carriage) for each Horse £ 0. 10. 0

Also at this Meeting, William Dunning was appointed Collector of the Tolls at the Carisbrook New Village Gate, and to be
paid the sum of Seven Shillings per week.
Also at this meeting, James Jackson was appointed Collector at the Nodehill Gate for the same sum of Seven
Shillings per week
And Benjamin Denton for the Hunny Hill Gate for the same Sum of Seven Shillings per week.
Ordered that the Contractors be desired to give directions to their workmen when digging the foundations for the Toll Gates
to begin their work at daybreak in order that Carriages may not be prevented from passing.
Highway Commissioners Meeting, May 10, 1814.
At this Meeting it was ordered that a List of the Tolls to be taken at the several Gates be printed on Boards and fixed at the
Toll Houses and that the Tolls shall commence on the sixth Day of June next.
Also at this Meeting the plan marked 'A' was agreed upon for the Toll House near the Road leading to Pound on
the Ryde Road at the Sum of £ 132. 0. 0.
Also at this Meeting Mr Pedder agreed to undertake the keeping of the Gate and Collecting the Tolls at Coppins
Bridge for the of Seven Shillings per week and an additional Sum of £ 5. 0. 0. per annum in lieu of a House.
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Hunny Hill Toll House from 1866 OS Map

Hunny Hill Toll House demolition, 1960
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Fairlee Toll House from 1866 OS map.

Fairlee Toll House, 2021
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Highway Commissioners Meeting, May 25, 1814.
And at this Meeting, Alfred Henning was appointed Collector of the Tolls at the Yarmouth Gate upon condition of
his producing at the next Meeting the names of two Persons resident in the Island to be approved of by the Commissioners
as Securities for his paying the Monies collected.
And at this Meeting, Mr Player reported that the Ground fixed on for the Toll House near Ryde, leading to St John's
would answer the purpose. The Resolution of the last meeting was therefore confirmed, with this alteration, the Ground Plan
to be according to the Plan marked 'C' and to be completed for the Sum of £ 137. 1. 8.

Also that the Toll House at Yarmouth be built according to the Plans marked 'B' and "C' and to be completed for
the sum of £ 135. 8. 0. And that the Toll House on the Ashey Road be according to the Plans marked 'B' and "C' at the Sum
of £ 137. 11. 8.
Ordered that the Collectors of the Tolls appointed for the Newport Gates be permitted to take possession of their Houses
immediately upon their Securities signing an undertaking for their fulfilling their Contract.
And at this Meeting John Ganaway was appointed Collector of the Tolls at Stone pits Gate at the Sum of 7 shillings
per week.
On June 6th, 1814, the tollgates came into operation. Curiously, in view of what was a landmark
day for the Island and its inhabitants, the opening of the tollgates went unrecorded in subsequent
meetings of the Highway Commissioners.
Users of the toll roads, both here and in the rest of England were obliged to practice what
eventually became rules of the road. In particular, driving on the left became mandatory but
whether this is the origin of today’s convention is not known.
Highway Commissioners Meeting, July 27, 1814.
The offer of John Russell for keeping the new Village Gate at six shillings per week to be accepted and that Mr
Edmund Wavell, Shoemaker, and Mr Geoffrey Cooke, of the New Village be accepted as his securities.

Also that William Austin's offer of keeping the Gate leading from Ryde to Ashey at seven shillings per week be
accepted and that Mr John Cooper and Mr Robert Yelf of Ryde be accepted as his securities.
And that Sir William Oglander be requested to look at the new Toll House at Ashey and report his opinion thereon
at the next Meeting.
Highway Commissioners Meeting, August 10, 1814.
At this Meeting it was Resolved that the Proprietors of the Stage Coaches be repaid the Monies collected from them
at the commencement of the Tolls over and above the Charge of one Journey per day each to Ryde and the two Journeys
each per day to Cowes, and that Tolls be collected for the said Coaches in future at that Rate, except when they make extra
journeys with fresh Horses.

Also that Mr Jewell be authorised to treat with the several persons occupying Land on the Ryde Road for the removal of the
Gates upon that Road.
Also that a Bar be put across the Road at Pan Bridge near Mr Way's Mill and that the offer of Mr. Dore to keep the
said Bar at three shillings per week be accepted and that the Surveyors be authorised to treat with Mr Willington for a Bar
to be erected there immediately.
Also that the Toll Gates at Ryde and Yarmouth be opened as soon as possible.
Also at this meeting the offer of George Guy to keep the Whippingham Gate at six shillings per week was accepted
and the names of his Securities to be given in to the next meeting.
Also it was ordered that Mr James Dennett and William Keeck be not allowed to compound for their Waggons at
a less Rate than Common Carrier, viz, £ 10 per annum.
Also that the Gate Keepers be directed to keep their Gates shut.
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Staplers Toll House from 1866 OS map.

Watergate Toll House (presumed location) using 1866 OS map.
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1815

For reasons that are not explained, the construction of the two Cowes tollgates was halted and
they were relocated to alternative sites.
Highway Commissioners Meeting, February 8, 1815.
And that Mr Mortimer be requested to make an Estimate of the expense of removing the two Toll Houses partly
erected near West Cowes and for rebuilding them on the same Road near the branch Road leading from West Cowes to
Yarmouth and to report same to the next Meeting.
At this Meeting it was ordered that the Toll House at Love Lane be Sold by Auction in order to be taken down and
that the Surveyors give notice of such Sale without delay - and that the Toll House near Mr Dallimore's be proceeded with
and completed immediately and that the Ground at the back and sides of the House be removed so as to leave the House
perfectly dry, and that a Spring Drain be put across the Road and round the House if necessary.
Also it was resolved that Mr Ward's offer to erect the Gate at the Toll House near Debourn Bunny at the same as
was paid for the other Toll Gates be accepted.
At this Meeting the Accounts of Mr John Mortimer and Mr Forster for printing the Toll Boards, viz, £ 9. 12. 6 and
£ 14. 6. 4 were allowed and ordered to be paid.
Highway Commissioners Meeting, February 22, 1815

At this Meeting it was ordered that the Toll House at Love Lane be sold by Auction in order to be taken down and
that the Surveyors give notice of such sale without delay and that the Toll House near Mr Dallimore's be proceeded with and
completed immediately and that the Ground at the back and sides of the House be removed so as to leave the House perfectly
dry, and that a Spring Drain be put across the Road and round the House if necessary.
Highway Commissioners Meeting, June 29, 1815
Also Ordered that Notice be given for Tenders to persons willing to keep the Toll Gate at Debourne Bunny.

Highway Commissioners Meeting, July 12, 1815.
At this Meeting the Tender of George Twyman for keeping the Toll Gate at Debourn Bunny was accepted at 2/6
per week on his providing a proper Security.

1816

Highway Commissioners Meeting, Jan 3, 1816.
And at this Meeting Mr Ward further proposed on being allowed the sum of £20 to be paid him by three annual
Instalments, out of the Money to be in future allotted to the said Parish, to immediately remove the three Gates on the Road
leading from the Horseshoe to Nodes Farm and to make Fences necessary to enclose the Fields adjoining and to indemnify
the Commissioners from the Expense of keeping the said Fences in Repair for the space of seven years - which proportion
was accepted and agreed to by this Meeting. Statement of the Culverts &c to be done by Mr Ward for the sums above
mentioned.
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Trafalgar/Castle Road Toll House from 1863 Fairweather map.

This house in Castle Road, Newport, photographed in 2019, has all the characteristics of a
toll house, and appears to be identical to the St Lawrence tollhouse. At the time of writing,
however, no reference can be found in the Commissioners’ Notes to a toll house at this location.
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1827

Up until now the operators of the tollgates seem to have been various individuals who, on passing
a financial threshold involving guarantors, then paid the Highway Commissioners a weekly sum
for the right to collect the tolls. In 1827 this system came to an end and for the first time, the
right to collect the Island’s tolls for a period of three years was auctioned as a single lot. In 1827,
the franchise, was sold at auction for £562.
Highway Commissioners Meeting, August 8, 1827
That a committee be appointed for the purpose of removing as soon as convenient the present Toll Gate at Coppins
Bridge with power to place the same in a more convenient situation - and for that purpose to rent a House to be converted
into a Toll House.

1828

Highway Commissioners Meeting, October 30, 1828

That it will be desirable to erect a Bar on Thorley Common at the point where the Road from Shalfleet joins the
Road leading from Thorley to Yarmouth, in order that a Toll may be collected from Persons travelling on that Road.

1834

During 1834, a bill dealing with alterations to the 'now expiring' turnpike acts, made reference
to the double tolls levied on Sundays on the Island, a charge that was seen as unfair. A letter of
complaint published in the County Press in 1886, see page 51, makes clear that the unpopular
double charge remained in place till the abolition of tolls in 1889.

1835

Highway Commissioners Meeting, October 29, 1835

A Committee to meet at the St John's Toll Gate to consider and carry into effect such plan as they shall deem
expedient for the removal of the Toll Gate to a more desirable position.

That the agreement entered into with the proprietor of the land adjoining the New Church erecting near Newport, for the
removal of the Nodehill Toll Gate be carried into effect.
Highway Commissioners Meeting, November 18, 1835
That they had agreed to continue Mr Gates as Tenant of the Nodehill Gate at £100 allowing him at the rate of 8
pounds per annum until the Gate be removed to the Top of the Hill above the new Church.

That they had agreed with the Tenants of the Coppins Bridge Gate, Debourne Gate, Dallimore's Gate, Whippingham
Gate, Shanklin Gate, St John's gate, and Yarmouth Gate to continue at their present rents.
That Mr Allen had offered £80 for the New Village Gate which they had refused and that they declined to enter into a treaty
with the renewal of Hunnyhill Gate until his arrears were paid. It was resolved that notices for Tenders to rent the Hunnyhill
Gate and Stone pits Gate should be forthwith issued.
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1836

Highway Commissioners Meeting, November 10, 1836
The following tenders were accepted for renting of the Tolls arising at the Hunnyhill and Ashey Gates upon
producing sufficient Sureties - viz - Elizabeth Duncan for the Ashley Gate at £30 per annum - and that the Rent of the present
Tenant of the Nodehill Gate be lowered to £100 per annum instead of £108 per annum in consequence of the removal of the
Gate, and the Tenant providing a Light at the Gate.

Hampshire Advertiser, September 17, 1836
House for sale in Ryde described as “situate in Monkton Street, near the Toll-gate on the Brading road.”

1838

Highway Commissioners Meeting, May 30, 1838

Mr Wilkinson stated that the Toll Gate at Debourne was down. He was desired to get information and bring the question

before the next Meeting - The Toll Gate Keeper to attend.

1840

Highway Commissioners Meeting, May 27, 1840
Mr Cheverton attended and stated that persons were in the habit of evading Tolls at the New Village Gate by putting their
Carts &c. into Mr Dyer’s yard. The Committee ordered that the Side Bar be removed so as to prevent the Tolls being evaded.
Mr Clarke and Mr Mew were requested to act as a Committee to superintend the removal of the bar.
Hampshire Telegraph, November 16, 1840
Rev Mr. Fenwick said he considered that strangers did not contribute nearly enough towards the highways, compared to
what they did in other parts of England; in this Island they can go thirty miles without seeing a tollgate; he proposed that
more gates be erected, and to be ready by next May.

1841

In April 1841, the commissioners abandoned the policy of selling three year franchises to operate
the Island's toll houses. On this one occasion, for reasons unknown, they were sold at auction as
a single lot for an operating period of six months. The lease, to operate twelve gates or bars, was
sold at auction for £925. In November the lease was again auctioned, this time for a period of a
whole year. Annual letting by auction in November of each year then continued until 1852,
following which, auctions were again held every three years, a state of affairs that remained in
place until the abolition of tolls in 1889.

Highway Commissioners Meeting, December 9, 1841
The Lessee of the Tolls applied for permission to erect Toll Bars at Wellhouse in the Parish of Niton, Afton Corner in the
Parish of Freshwater, Rew Corner, near Shanklin in the Parish of Godshill. Permission was granted.

1842

Highway Commissioners Meeting, May 25, 1842
Mr H Sewell mentioned the case of G. Morgan demanding Toll of Mr Crozier at a common Gate near Freshwater without
the consent of the Commissioners. - Resolved : That the clerk be authorised to take such proceedings as he may think fit
against Morgan’s illegally collecting Toll.
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Saunder’s Corner is the area of road at the bottom of Cedar Hill where the County Bridge runs under the road
carrying the Lukely. It took its name from the adjacent market garden run by the Saunders family.

Hampshire Chronicle, November 7, 1842

This roadside anomaly at the junction of Cedar Hill and ‘Saunders Corner’ may well be the location of the
Cedar Hill lower Toll House, see map, page 24.
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TURNPIKE TOLLS TO BE LET.
NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN – That the TOLLS to be collected at the several Turnpike Gates and Bars within the Isle of
Wight, will be LET by AUCTION, by Mr. F. PITTIS, at the Bugle Inn, in Newport, on Wednesday, 9th November, 1842,
at three o' clock in the afternoon, for the term of one year from the first day of December next, under the conditions to be
then and there produced.
The present Turnpike Gates to each of which, except Shanklin, a toll house is attached, are thus situated –
Nodehill, New Village, Hunnyhill, and Coppins Bridge, near Newport.
Stonepits, St John's, Ashey, near Ryde.
Debourne and Dallimore's, near West Cowes.
Whippingham, near East Cowes.
Yarmouth.
Shanklin.

Turnpike Bars have also been erected at Afton, in Freshwater, Niton and Wroxall, on the road to Ventnor.

The lessee will be at liberty, at his own expense, to erect such additional Gates and Bars on any road within the Island as,
with the consent of the Commissioners, he may think fit, but so as that no second toll be taken within eight miles. The Tolls
and toll houses will be let in one lot to the highest bidder, who will be required to pay down one quarter's rent in advance,
and to sign an agreement with the commissioners for renting the Tolls according to the conditions to be specified, and also
to provide two sufficient persons to be surety for the due performance of the covenants, and payment of the rent quarterly
in advance.
Further particulars and conditions may be known by application at the Office of the Clerks.
By order of the Commissioners,
H. & R. B. SEWELL, Clerks
Newport, October 27, 1842.
Highway Commissioners Meeting, December 7, 1842
The Lessee of the Tolls applied for leave to remove the Bar from Barton’s Village, towards Coppins Bridge, to be carried
across by the White Lion.
The lease to operate the Tolls was sold at auction for £1205. Figures for the next two years are not available
but from 1845 to 1851, the figures are available, the auction price for each year being as follows :
1845 Annual lease to operate Island Tollgates sold for £1365 p.a
1846 Annual lease to operate Island Tollgates sold for £1505 p.a
1847 Annual lease to operate Island Tollgates sold for £1510 p.a
1848 Annual lease to operate Island Tollgates sold for £1555 p.a
1849 Annual lease to operate Island Tollgates sold for £1560 p.a
1850 Annual lease to operate Island Tollgates sold for £1517 p.a
1851 Annual lease to operate Island Tollgates sold for £1721 p.a

1846

Highway Commissioners Meeting, February 25, 1846

Communication from Messrs Griffiths and Applying for Rent or Compensation for Land on Which the Turnpike
House has been built on behalf of W Gould.
Highway Commissioners Meeting, April 22, 1846

The Commissioners agreed to accept Mr Gould's offer of the Tollhouse and Garden at Nodehill at £5 per Annum.
Mr Gould mentioned that Mr Morgan the Lessee of the Tolls was in the habit of taking Tolls from Wagons not strictly
chargeable with them.
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Possible location of lower Cedar Hill Toll House, and location of upper Cedar Hill Tollhouse see page 22.

Upper Cedar Hill Toll toll house, at the junction of Castle Hill, Castle Road, Whitepit Lane and Whitcombe Road.
Amazingly, this wooden toll house is still in existence and is still collecting tolls in its new role as the Isle of Wight
Railway’s ticket office at Havenstreet Station.
This photograph appeared in a 1963 edition of the County Press (see page 59), the caption referring to the fact that
one of the posters bears the date 1883.
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1847

Highway Commissioners Meeting, September 11, 1847

Admiral Hill offers to let the Land required for a Site for a Tollhouse part of the Field leading to the Windmill at
the rate of £12 per acre.
The Committee to meet on Monday next at the St John's Toll Gate to view the site to be proposed to Sir R Simeon. And also
to see the proposed site for the new Tollhouse on the Road to Upton.
Highway Commissioners Meeting, October 26, 1847

The committee met at Binstead Bridge and agreed to allow the Commissioners to take such portion of Land as they
require on the North side of the Road immediately on the Western side of the Bridge.

1848

be now.

Highway Commissioners Meeting, January 26, 1848

Mr Gould represented that Dallimore's Gate should be removed to prevent the Tolls from being evaded as they can

Resolved that application be made to Mr Ward to grant to the Commissioners a small piece of Land near the Lane
running to the Windmill at Cowes for the purpose of enabling the Commissioners to erect a new Turnpike House there in
lieu of that now existing at Dallimore's which cannot be satisfactorily repaired and is in a bad condition.

1849

Highway Commissioners Meeting, May 12, 1849

Meeting of the Committee appointed to inspect the Tollhouses held at the Guildhall. Mr Cotton and Mr Way reported that
they had on Tuesday last examined the Yarmouth and Freshwater Toll Gates :

Yarmouth : The House in tolerable repair but some slight repairs required to the Roof and the Woodwork perishing for want
of paint. The Tenant complains of they want of Water for which they now go to Yarmouth. Walls to be coloured. The
Committee recommended that the House be painted and coloured and the necessary repairs to the Roof done.

Freshwater : The present Shed or Hovel which has been erected by the Lessee of the Tolls is extremely bad, too small for
the accommodation of a person to live there and dangerous to the public on dark nights from the door opening immediately
on the Gate. Mr Cotton is willing to give sufficient Land from his Field adjoining to enable the Commissioners if they think
fit, to direct a proper Tollhouse with outbuildings. There is no better situation for a Gate in that part of the Island. The
Committee recommend that Mr Cotton's offer be accepted and that a proper Tollhouse be erected similar to that built at St
John's.
Mr Roach and Mr Hills reported that on Thursday last they visited the following Tollhouses : Stonepitts, Ashey, St John's,
Rew, Shanklin and Niton.
Stonepitts : In very fair repair, the pavement requiring some repair and the Woodwork requiring to be painted. The Gate
requires painting.

Ashey : The House is in bad order, the back part leaky, requiring painting, the Gate in good order.
St John's : The House very comfortable and satisfactory. A Well wanted which is recommended.

Shanklin : The Gate requires repair. The House very comfortable, rented of Mr White. The Gate was not prepared when it
was painted. The House should be rented by the Commissioners.
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Pan Toll Bar from 1863 Fairweather map

Nodehill, (Shide) Toll House, from 1866 OS map
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Rew : The Hovel here is bad and ill fitted for a Tollhouse. It was suggested that a better place for a Turnpike would be just
below the Cut on the new Road going down to Ventnor. The Gate Posts very bad. The committee recommended that a proper
Tollhouse be erected on the site proposed.
Niton : There is no House. There is a Gate and Bar with an illegible Table of Tolls. The Committee inspected the proposed
site of the new Turnpike suggested by the Lessee of the Tolls at? Chale on the right side of the Road going to Chale Church.
There is a Cottage quite fitted for a Tollhouse already built. It is now for Sale and the Committee recommend the purchase
of this Cottage if it can be obtained at a reasonable price.
Mr Gould reported that he and Mr Pring inspected the following Tollhouses :

Whippingham : Is in a very bad state, slating requiring repair, plastering inside and out, inside to be whitewashed and the
outside coloured and to be painted inside and out. No privy. The Gate in tolerable order.

Coppins Bridge : Rented by the Commissioners, is in a very bad state.

Dallimore's Gate : No privy but a shed where one can be made, the drainage is very defective and the Water still comes in
to the House and penetrates through the Walls. Proposed that the Drainage be altered. Requires whitewashing inside and
colouring outside and painted inside and out. The present Building is extremely defective from its position and it is worth
consideration whether it will not be better to rebuild it with reference to this. Proposed that nothing but temporary repairs be
done.
New Village and Hunnyhill : Both Houses in good repair but require painting outside. Hunnyhill to be painted inside also.
In all cases the Table of Tolls require to be repainted, being now nearly illegible.

Highway Commissioners Meeting, September 19, 1849.
A Proposed Agreement with the Ryde Commissioners was read relating to the building of 3 Turnpike Houses round the
Town of Ryde.

Highway Commissioners Meeting, December 26, 1849.
Mr Morgan applied to have a new Tollhouse erected at Slovens Bush, Freshwater or Niton, or else that he might be allowed
to remove the Niton Gate to another more convenient spot.

1850

Highway Commissioners Meeting, March 9, 1850

At Binstead Bridge the Commissioners selected a spot sufficiently extensive for the purpose of a new Toll House
a short distance from the Site first contemplated, but more convenient as interfering less with existing Roads and being more
level involving less expense in preparing the foundations.

At Smallbrook Common the Committee fixed upon the North West Corner of the junction of the Cross Roads as
being most convenient and proposed that two Gates and a Bar should be placed as under.

On the Haylands Road the Committees were of opinion that the expense of erecting a Tollhouse may be altogether
avoided by placing a Bar across the Road a short distance from the Windmill opposite a Cottage belonging to Mr Barton
who would be ready to undertake the collection of Tolls there.
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1851

Portsmouth Times & Naval Gazette, July 26, 1851
James Davidge, the keeper of Coppins Bridge gate, was charged by William Linnington of this town, coal dealer, &c., with
having assaulted him while he was passing through the gate. Complainant stated that he was going to the blacksmiths over
the bridge with a waggon to get it repaired and was leading the horse drawing the waggon, when about midway the defendant
ran up to him and without speaking caught hold by the horse's head, and pushed it and complainant back with great force,
pinning the latter between the horse's head and the gate post and frightened complainant very much. It appears that
complainant had compounded with the Highway Commissioners for a narrow wheeled wagon drawn by two horses, in order
to exempt him from the customary tolls, and a question arose whether a one-horse waggon would be exempt. Such being the
case, the Bench thought it best to defer the whole matter one week for further consideration.

Hampshire Advertiser, Aug 2, 1851
In the case of Linnington v Davidge, a plaint had been entered for the recovery of 5s., the value of a rope taken from a
waggon by the defendant, in default of payment of a toll at Coppin's Bridge. A verdict was given for the amount, but the
Judge advised that the composition by complainant for a narrow-wheeled waggon, drawn by two horses, did not exempt
him from tolls for the same waggon drawn by one horse, and that defendant had acted quite right in preventing him going
through the gate. In future, in such a case, the keeper should seize either the horse, the waggon, or the harness, and not the
contents of the waggon.

1852

In 1852, the annual lease to operate Island Tollgates was sold at auction for £1927, an increase
of £206 on the previous year.
“In 1852, entering from the east, the Parish of Yarmouth begins on the West side of the road leading to Thorley. On that
corner, the only building then was a small, round, one-storey house, on passing which, all carriages had to pay three pence,
two pence and for each horse and double tolls on Sunday.” ‘Yarmouth’ by A.G. Cole, County Press. 1952.
Hampshire Advertiser, Oct 23, 1852
ISLE OF WIGHT TURNPIKE TOLLS TO BE LET.
NOTICE is Hereby Given, that the TOLLS arising at the several Toll Gates undermentioned, will be Let by Auction to the
highest bidder at the Bugle Inn, in Newport, on THURSDAY, 4 November next, between the hours of Three and Six, for a

Estimated location of Whiteley Bank Toll House, using 1866 OS map
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term of Three Years, to end on the sixth day of December, 1855. The sale of said Tolls produced the last year the sum of
£1721. Whoever happens to be the highest bidder must at the same time be prepared to pay in advance one-fourth part of the
annual rent at which such Tolls may be Let, and give security with sufficient sureties to the satisfaction of the Commissioners
of Highways for the payment of the rest of the money Quarterly.
The present Turnpike Gates, to each of which a Toll House is attached, are thus situated :Nodehill
New Village near Newport.
Debourne near West Cowes.
Dallimores
Hunnyhill and Coppin's-bridge
Stonepitts
Whippingham, near East Cowes
St John's near Ryde
Yarmouth
Smallbrooke
Shanklin
Afton, in Freshwater
Chale

Turnpike Houses and Bars have also been erected by the consent of the Commissioners at Wroxall, on the road to Ventnor.
And at St Lawrence, And a Bar at Pan, and Bars at Haylands

Such houses and Bars as have been paid for by the present Lessee, will have to be taken and paid for by the new Lessee.
The Lessee will be at Liberty, at his own expense, to erect additional Gates and Bars on any roads within the Island, with the
consent of the Commissioners, but so as that no second Toll be taken within Eight Miles. The Tolls and Toll Houses will be
Let in one Lot to the highest bidder, who will be required to sign an Agreement with the Commissioners for renting the
Tolls, according to the conditions to be then and there specified. In the event of the Tolls not being let for three years, they
will be offered for a shorter period.
Further particulars and conditions may be known on application at the Office of the Clerks.
SEWELL and ESTCOURT,
Newport, Isle of Wight, September 29th, 1852.

1855

In 1855, a three year lease to operate the Island’s tollgates was sold by auction to Mark Morgan
for £1902 p.a.

1857

Isle of Wight Mercury, Sept 26th, 1857
The General Surveyor was directed to put a small grate to the room of the Toll-house at St John's Gate. Ordered.

Isle of Wight Mercury, Oct 24th, 1857
Upon the application of the Lessee of the tolls, permission was given for the collection of tolls at the opposite side of the
road until arrangement can be made for the erection of the new toll-house at Saint Lawrence.

1858

Isle Of Wight Mercury, November 27, 1858
The Isle of Wight turnpike tolls, and compositions in lieu of tolls were let by auction by Mr F. Pittis on Wednesday last, the
24th inst., at the Green Dragon Inn, when Mr Harris of Southsea, became the purchaser at £2400 which is £500 more than
the last contractor.

1859

Hampshire Advertiser, May 7, 1859
The award of Messrs Yelf and Pinnock, giving to Mr. Morgan the sum of £65 10s., as compensation for the loss of tolls
occasioned by the removal of the Coppins Bridge gate, was read, and the money ordered to be paid.
A sum of 10s. was allowed for the purchase of a stove at the toll-house at east Cowes, belonging to the late tenant.

Hampshire Advertiser, December 2, 1859
A letter was read on behalf of Mr. Morgan, the late lessee of the tolls sustained by the removal of the turnpike gate at Coppin's
Bridge, and proposing to refer the matter to arbitration.
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1860

Venables Guide to the Isle of Wight, 1860
A century ago, public conveyances could hardly be said to exist in the Isle of Wight : there was but one vehicle to be hired
in the whole Island, an old single-horse chaise. Belonging to a man in Newport, who walked at his horse's head, leading it
by a leather strap attached to the bridle. Even this humble equipage was deemed almost too grand for ordinary use by the
tradesmen of the town and their wives, who with a dread of ostentation even surpassing that of Mrs Gilpin, had the chaise
driven a little way out of town when they wished to indulge themselves with a ride into the country, that they might not be
seen committing such a piece of extravagance. It was in 1758 that the landlord of the Bugle ventured to set up the first fourwheeled chaise for hire; a rash act which his friends feared would cause his ruin. A few years later, we learn from Wyndham,
that the common method at the inns of Cowes, Newport, and Ryde, was to send the itinerant from his quarters in a one-horse
chaise, with a little boy behind, whose employment was to open the gates on the road (at that time nearly innumerable;
Hassell reckons 52 between Newport and Yarmouth; 50 between Freshwater and St Catherine's, and 35 between Ryde and
Ventnor; those in the Undercliff are fresh in the memories of many), and perform the part of guide. These one-horse chaises
were succeeded by Sociables, a jolting two-wheeled car, with leather curtains to shield the traveller from the weather; which
have in the last quarter of a century given place to the coaches and flies which now make communication in every part of
the island so easy and agreeable.... The Highway Act authorising the taking of toll was passed in 1813, and turnpike gates
were set up throughout the Island; but they are so few in number and the tolls so moderate in amount, as to offer little
impediment to the excursions of tourists. One payment clears for the next 8 miles travelled. The gross receipts of the tolls in
the year 1857-8 amounted to £1826.10s., After paying for repairs, rent, and legal expenses the net ditto £995 1s. 9d.

1861

A three year lease to operate the Island’s tollgates was sold to G. Locke, for £2580 pa, an increase
of £180 on the last bid.

1863

Isle of Wight Observer, Feb 7th, 1863
DANGEROUS STATE OF THE TURNPIKE ROADS
To the Editor of the Isle Of Wight Observer.
Sir, - A report having been made to me by persons in my employ that my horses and vehicles were in danger of being injured
through the state of the roads I, on Tuesday last, with a witness, went to Shanklin and, as described, found the roads in a
frightful state. In many places the crown was entirely gone, and holes or places sunk down to the number, I should think, of
near a score were seen, into which if horses stepped (as there is a danger of doing in the dark), the probability is they would
be thrown down. I am paying over £10 per annum for tolls at the Shanklin gate and I am determined if my horses or vehicles
sustain any injury from the state of the roads that I will adopt the course I have done in another place, viz., sue the
Commissioners. I trust this will (as other efforts are useless) bring them to a sense of their duty, and not endanger the lives
of those who travel on the Ventnor Road.
G. W. CURTISS.

1864

Isle of Wight Observer. May 7th, 1864
OUR HIGHWAYS
A letter in another column from correspondent affords an opportunity for making a few remarks upon the general policy of
the Highway Commissioners. These gentlemen conduct business in a noiseless and usually in an economical and efficient
manner but for a long time past, the major part of their expenditure and attention has been devoted to the West Medene, to
the neglect and injury of the East Medene. Is this state of things fair? .... The two main highways in the Island run from Ryde
to Ventnor and from Ryde to Newport, and what has been expended for improvements upon them compared with the income
they yield, the last 10 or 12 years? Nothing approaching to that of the favourite West. It is true the Commissioners intend to
improve Kite-hill, but what do they intend to do with the abyss between there and the Fishbourne-road, and with Quarr-hill?
As to the Ventnor Road, can anything be much worse than the bend round St John's Church, the junction at the turnpike, and
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the dark turn round by the farm? Probably there are more tolls levied at St John's gate than at any half a dozen gates in the
West Medene and yet to our knowledge not a farthing has been expended near St John's by the Commissioners for nearly 40
years.... At low tide, it is true, Sea View can be reached over the sands tolerably well but at high tide a plunge must be made
into the depths at Lady-bridge; then such a drag to Uplands - why it is enough to tear a horse all to pieces. Then a dark
circumbendibus leads to the chasm at Westbrook; if these dangers are escaped some hard collar-work will bring the wayfarer
to Nettlestone green where there remains a mile's run through a kind of Valley of the Shadow of Death where there is neither
room to turn nor to allow an opposing vehicle to pass; and such is the highway to Sea View. From Nettlestone green to
Bembridge is equally bad and over St Helens duver there is not a vestige of road, so wheels sink to the axles in the sands.
A toll bar is to be erected at White-pit lane. Toll houses to be built at Haylands and Hulverstone.

A three year lease to operate the Island’s tollgates was sold to Mr Maurice Morgan for £2520p.a., a decrease of £60 on the
previous price.

1865

In an 1865 auction notice, a list of tollgates and tollbars appeared : Node Hill, New Village,
Hunny Hill, Bellecroft, Fairlee, (both replace Coppin's Bridge). Debourne, Love Lane, Stonepits,
St. John's, Smallbrook. Whippingham, Yarmouth, Shanklin, Lake, Afton, Chale, Hulverstone,
Rew near Ventnor and St. Lawrence. Bars were listed at : Pan, Haylands and Whitepit Lane.
Isle of Wight Observer, February 18, 1865
The tenders for erecting a toll-house at Hulverstone were opened and found to be as follows - Messrs. Gosdens and Adams,
£96; Mr Lowe, £96.10s.; Andrew Jackman, £99.10s. Mr Lowe's tender was accepted. It was maintained that, in all
probability, turnpikes would shortly be abolished altogether. Mr F. Roach said the Board had nothing whatever to do with
that question, the Board having pledged themselves to build the house. Mr Yelf doubted the propriety of incurring this
expense. The Chairman ruled the tender had been received, and that the work must proceed.

Isle of Wight Observer, February 25, 1865
To the Editor of the Isle Of Wight Observer.
Sir, - Those who, whether on pursuit of business or pleasure, have frequent occasion to travel otherwise than by rail in this
eastern division of the Island, must cordially agree with your recent remarks relative to the state of the highways. No doubt
the heavy traffic over some parts of the roads must render constant attention and considerable expense necessary to keep
them in good repair, especially during continued wet weather; still, the public, believing that the revenue derived from tolls
should be applied - and that impartially throughout the island to this purpose - consider themselves thoroughly entitled to
demand roads which, if not so thoroughly good and convenient for travelling as on the western part of the Island, shall be at
least safe for vehicles, and that having paid tolls for the proper maintenance of these roads in good condition, they should
not be exposed to risk or peril when riding or driving on them. Whether such is the case may be inferred from the fact that
on Thursday last, and for some days previously, near the railway bridge at Yarbridge, such ruts and holes existed for some
distance as to render the utmost care and necessary in passing with vehicles. Having had the curiosity to measure one of
these ruts, I found it nearly 20 inches deep. No comment need be added, yet an improvement should most certainly be effected
ere an accident occurs. Near the bridge, at the Sandown extremity of the marshes, a sufficient fence is much needed. Many
horses, not being as yet accustomed to the rush and noise of the trains, are liable to shy when so closely passed by them, and
in this particular place it would need but a little deviation from the road to result in a plunge in the trench on the other side.
I have witnessed three very narrow escapes from such accident at the very spot.
I am, Sir, yours, &c.,
A CONSTANT SUBSCRIBER.
Isle of Wight Observer, February 25, 1865
To the Editor of the Isle Of Wight Observer.
Sir, - Can you enlighten me as to the nature of the duties of the Commissioners of Highways in this Island, and if in the
event of a dereliction of those duties, can these Commissioners be legally compelled to resume them, or are they wholly and
irresponsible body of men? The heavy seas which prevailed here during the late gales washed down part of the sea wall and
carried away the adjoining portion of the public road, as you are perhaps aware; and although the wall has been rebuilt at the
expense of the freeholder before whose premises the breach occurred, the chasm where the road was washed away remains
the same, no steps having been taken for repairing it, or even filling up the gap by the Commissioners, although the wall was
sufficiently built up to enable operations to be commenced a fortnight ago. It is a matter of great inconvenience to myself
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Ryde, St Johns, Toll House from 1866 OS map

Ryde, Westridge Toll House “The picturesque old toll-house on the Ryde-Sandown Road, near the Ryde Airport, a
relic of old-time travel close to a centre of the newest phase of transport.” County Press July 27th, 1935.
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and others, that we have been deprived so long of a direct road for vehicles into Ryde, and a piece of great injustice to the
ratepayers, if this disgraceful state of things is allowed to exist much longer. The Commissioners acknowledge the road to
be there is, then why not repair it forthwith? The roads about here are in a most unsatisfactory state, being worn away to the
chalk foundation in many places. To my knowledge, no material for the last three years has been put on the road fronting the
sea by the Commissioners, except a few cart loads from the shore of mixed sand and gravel about a year ago, and yet highway
rates are duly demanded from the proprietors of this place, who are also expected to keep the sea wall in repair - a sufficient
tax in itself. Trusting you may deem it necessary to notice this state of affairs in your next issue, as it is through the public
Press many Englishmen look for a remedy from grievance,
I remain, Sir, yours, &c.,
A RESIDENT

1867

A three year lease to operate the Island’s tollgates was sold to M. Morgan for £2515 p.a; a further decrease of £5 on the
previous lease.
In 1867, preparations and consultations were taking place for the re-drawing of borough
boundaries on the Island, the alterations to come into effect the following year. Presumably due
to the changes, in August the Commissioners announced that the Node Hill toll house was to
move from St Johns Road to Shide Road. In September the Toll house was to be moved again
‘from Shide Cross to further down the hill.’
In October the Clerk to the West Cowes Local Board attended a meeting with the Boundary
Commissioners to object to any part of West Cowes being taken into Newport borough.

1868

Isle of Wight Observer, September 26, 1868
An adjourned meeting of the Commissioners was held at the Guildhall, on Saturday last. Mr Watts, the surveyor for the
West Medina, presented a plan for the new toll-house at Carisbrooke, which was adopted; and after discussing the matter, it
was decided that the toll house should be built of wood. - Sites have not yet been fixed upon for the Castle-Road and NodeHill new toll-houses.

Three year lease to operate Island Tollgates sold to M. Morgan for £2155p.a; a decrease of £360 on previous three year
lease.

Possible site for new toll house to be built in Castle road. 'Erection of a toll house at New Village near the road leading to
Carisbrooke Castle'. Also, plan accepted for new toll house at entrance to Carisbrooke.

List of Gates in an 1868 auction notice: Node Hill, Carisbrooke, Castle Road, Hunny Hill, Bellecroft, Fairlee, Debourne,
Love Lane, Stonepits, St. John's, Smallbrook. Whippingham, Yarmouth, Shanklin, Lake, Afton, Chale, Hulverstone, Rew
near Ventnor, St. Lawrence.
List of Bars: Pan, Haylands, Whitepit Lane.
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Upton (Millhouse) Toll House from1866 OS map

Binstead Toll House from 1866 OS map
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The Lake Toll Bar from an 1880 postcard.

The Lake Toll Bar from 1882 OS map.
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Note : Extracts from the ‘Highways Commissioners Meetings’ covering the years 1869 to 1889,
when the Toll system was abolished, were not available at the time of writing due to the closure
of the County Records Office as a result of the Covid 19 outbreak. The missing extracts will
be added as and when available.

1869

Isle of Wight Observer, March 27, 1869
Mr R. Pinnock moved that the old tollhouse at New Village (Carisbrooke) be sold and removed, and the road there be widened
and improved. It was resolved that the materials of the old Tollhouse be sold by tender, and that the site be thrown (absorbed)
into the road.

1871

Three year lease to operate Island Tollgates sold to M. Morgan for £2460 p.a;

1874

Three year lease to operate Island Tollgates sold to Messrs. Morgan & Miss Morgan for £2657 p.a

1875

Three year lease to operate Island Tollgates sold to W. Williams of Lincoln for £2585 p.a

1876

In 1876, Parliamentary legislation, in the form of the Newport Boundary Bill, proposed that the
whole of Carisbrooke, was to be absorbed by the Borough of Newport :

Hampshire Telegraph, March 4, 1876
CARISBROOKE AND THE EXTENSION OF THE NEWPORT BOROUGH.
A meeting of the inhabitants of the village of Carisbrooke was held at the National School on Monday evening, to take into
consideration the advisability of opposing the Newport Boundary Bill. The Chairman complained of the action taken by the
Corporation of Newport in not consulting some of the more influential ratepayers and owners of property in the village
before having decided to include it within the Municipal Borough of Newport. A memorial to the Town Council of Newport
in opposition to the proposal was unanimously agreed to.

Five weeks later, on 8 April, the Hampshire Advertiser reported, “ The borough boundary bill
has passed the committee of the House of Lords, the boundary line having been altered so as to
exclude Carisbrooke village.” In the same column, Newport Town Council met “to consider and
determine what shall be the boundary of the borough on the exclusion of Carisbrooke village....
The alterations of the boundary line was then agreed to, the line to be carried from the point east
of the Tollhouse near the village, up the road to Castle Road, and not including Mrs Nichols’s
property.”
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1877

The Hampshire Advertiser of April 21, 1877 carried a report of a Cowes Town Council meeting
at which it was suggested that any surplus of the rates received that year should be “applied to
paying off a portion of the debt incurred in obtaining the Borough Boundary Extension Bill.”
Some toll houses were to be moved as a result of the 1876 borough boundary changes. The tollgate
at Hunny Hill was moved to ‘Forest Corner,’ at the junction of Forest Road and Parkhurst Road
(now Medina Way), and the St Johns Road tollgate was moved ‘east of Shide Road.’
Hampshire Advertiser, November 24, 1877
THE NEW LEASE OF TOLLS. – Mr Williams, the new lessee of tolls, was reported to have refused to sign the lease,
as he objected to a clause in it which bound him to have printed on the tickets issued the names of all gates it cleared within
eight miles. The lessee came before the board and explained that a man getting hold of a ticket so marked might drive from
point to point through gates within eight miles of his starting point and thus make a journey of 40 or 50 miles, and pay only
one toll, and the lessee would have no remedy; but without such printing he could recover a toll for every 8 miles travelled
in such a case. Some conversation on the point ensued, and ultimately it was agreed that the point be referred for
consideration at the next meeting for the purpose of rescinding the resolution for the lessee to issue tickets bearing such
printing.

1878

Hampshire Telegraph, January 30, 1878

A special meeting of the Newport Town Council was held on Thursday. - The Clerk reported that the total cost for obtaining
the Borough Extension Act was £1533 and up £250 of that some had already been paid, leaving a balance of £1283 to be
provided for.
In April and May of 1878 there were eight court cases involving either non-payment of tolls or
assault on a toll collector. All eight cases centred on the tollgate at Shide, and in particular on
Mr John Williams, brother of Mr W. Williams, the lessee of the tolls. John Williams seems to
have been what can best be described as zealous in the performance of his duties. The Isle of
Wight Observer went further, describing him in a leader article in May as ‘this eccentric
individual’ declaring that in the course of one dispute Williams received ‘a good horse whipping,
which it appears he richly deserved.’ In June, the same newspaper noted that Williams ‘cannot
be the most amiable of men.’

Hampshire Telegraph, April 10, 1878
THE NEWPORT TOLL-GATES. - Henry Ash, Newport, was charged with assaulting the toll collector at Shide toll-gate,
near Newport. - John Williams said he was the brother of the lessee of the Isle of Wight tolls. When the defendant came up
in charge of a one horse four-wheeled wagon, the wheels of which were less than 3 inches broad, the defendant gave him
3d. which he put into his pocket and then immediately demanded another penny, as according to the Highway Act, he was
entitled to demand. As the defendant refused to pay, he laid hold of the reins and threatened to destrain for the penny, when
the defendant struck him on the back with the butt end of the whip produced, which he subsequently snatched from him.
Defendant fined 2s. 6d.

Hampshire Telegraph, 13 April, 1878
John Chambers, carter to Mr Way, one of the Commissioners of the Isle of Wight Highways, was indicted for breaking the
Parkhurst Turnpike Gate on April 4th. – The roads are under the Isle of Wight Act, and ordinary repairs are done by the
Commissioners. Mr Cook said there was no power to charge for wagons, &c., with wheels of more than four inches wide.
Section 38 gave power to compound for tolls for one year, and his point was this - that the Commissioners had compounded
under the 38th section, and he had a right to travel free of all impediment. He also submitted the road was a Highway, and
obstructions could be broken down. However he did not rely on that alone, but chiefly on the composition. Mr Warry said
it could not be tolerated that a man should break down a gate to try the question, and if he was wrongfully charged for tolls
there was a remedy provided under a civil process - a remedy for such a grievance as Mr Way felt himself to labour under.
– Mr Esdaile : Do you (Mr Cooke) presume that defendant committed a legal act in breaking down the gate because a toll
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The St Lawrence Toll House from 1866 OS map.

Undated photograph of the St Lawrence Toll House..
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An enlarged St Lawrence Toll House, 2019.

was illegally demanded : A person has no right to act as a public champion. - Mr Cooke said defendant was authorised to
knock down the gate if obstructed after compounding for tolls. The Chairman said the jury had to decide the facts. Defendant
was asked for a toll; he refused to pay, and forced his way. There was no question asked as to the wheels. He directed the
jury, under all circumstances, that there was no defence for this act committed, and they must find a verdict of guilty. - The
jury found so, and defendant was liberated on his own recognisance, and to come up for judgement when called on. The
court consented to grant a case for consideration if necessary

Mr A.H Estcourt reported that he had received a report from the collector of tolls at Shide station that the toll-gate had been
taken off its hinges and thrown into the road, and called upon the Commissioners to have the gate repaired. In the meantime
he informed the lessee that should the gates be again damaged, the Commissioners would hold him responsible. Since then
the same gate had been thrown into the road and damaged. On Saturday last, a man named Chambers was committed to
Winchester for trial for breaking open and damaging the toll-gate at Parkhurst.

Charles Rayner, carter, in the employ of the Messrs King Brothers, fruiterers and provision merchants, Newport, was
summoned for a similar offence. - John Williams said that on the 25th the defendant drove up to the Shide toll-gate in charge
of a one-horse van, laden with goods, and the wheels of which were less than 3 inches broad. He demanded 4d. from him,
which he refused to pay, but offered him 3d. which he took, and then claimed an additional penny which he declined to give
him, and as he was about to destrain some of the goods for the penny, the defendant pulled him roughly about. - The defendant
was fined 1s. for preventing the complainant to distrain for the penny.

Henry Salter, drayman to Messrs. W.B Mew Langton, Brewers, Newport, was also summoned for assaulting the collector
and refusing to pay toll. John Williams said on 22nd March defendant drove up to the Shide toll-gate in charge of a onehorse van, laden with beer, and the wheels of which were less than 3 inches broad. As the defendant refused to pay toll, he
closed and fastened the gate, and demanded 4d. from him. The defendant offered him nothing, and said he had received
orders not to pay any toll as his employers had compounded with the lessee for the tolls.... Defendant attempted to force his
way through but he prevented him; the defendant threw him on the bank and held him down for about 10 minutes. He felt
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very weak after he got up. Salter denied the assault. - On the case being dismissed, a loud and prolonged cheer passed around
the Court, which was densely crowded by gentlemen, farmers, and carters from all parts of the Island.

Charles Moor, carter to Messrs Dear and Morgan, provision merchants, West Cowes, was likewise summoned for refusing
to pay toll at the Shide gate for a van drawn by two horses. The case was adjourned to Saturday next.

William Knight, carter to the Messrs King Brothers, was summoned for assault on John Williams, collector of tolls at the
Shide gate. At 11 o'clock on Saturday night defendant demanded of Williams to give up a piece of harness which he had
destrained in the morning in lieu of the payment of toll. The defendant repeatedly threatened him with violence and said he
would serve him so that his mother would not know him. Defendant also attempted to force himself into the toll-house and
he was obliged to defend himself with the poker. - The defendant was bound over in the sum of 10 shillings to keep the
peace for three months.

John Chambers, carter to Mr Richard Way, Pan Mill, Newport, was charged with maliciously destroying a turnpike tollgate. Mr Warry prosecuted, and said there was no desire to punish defendant, only to test the question of law. Prisoner’s
master had a composition as to the tolls with the lessee, and the toll-keeper demanded a toll of 6d. for a waggon, and then
he, in pursuance of his master's orders, backed his waggon and broke the gate open in the exercise of a presumed right,
which was the only point contested. Prisoner had previously refused to pay toll because his master had compounded with
Mr Williams, the brother of the lessee of the tolls, who was witness's master. Cornelius Donohue said he was collector of
tolls at the Parkhurst Toll Gate, and that about 11 o'clock on the morning of Thursday last, defendant came to the gate from
the direction of Newport, in charge of a four-wheeled wagon drawn by two horses. As he approached, he closed the gate and
would not let him pass until he had paid the toll. He measured the wheels of the wagon and found them over 3 inches wide.
Defendant told him he had received orders from his master not to pay toll, and to break the gate open if it was shut against
him.... Defendant turned the horses’ heads round, backed the wagon against the gate and broke it into two pieces, and forced
his wagon and horses backward through the gate and then went on to Cowes. (Receipts were then produced showing that Mr
Way had indeed prepaid for two wagons to pass through the toll-gate).... The Chairman said that the Magistrates were bound
to commit the defendant for trial at the Quarter Sessions, but in doing so they must express their great regret and displeasure
at the annoyance to which the public had been put, but more especially at demanding toll for wagons which had been
compounded for. (Cheers, which were immediately suppressed.)
The proceedings lasted five hours.

Isle of Wight Observer, April 27, 1878
William Newberry, carter, in the employee of Mr J Roach, Miller, and Mark Downer, carter in the employee of Mr. G.
Knight, of Shide, Miller, were summoned for maliciously throwing down the turnpike gate at Shide, near Newport, on
Saturday the 13th inst. Mr. W.H. Wooldridge appeared for the complainant, Mr John Williams (the toll collector) and Mr.
R.H. Hooper for the defendants.
Complainant deposed that between three and 4 o'clock in the afternoon the two defendants, with a wagon drawn by four
horses coming from the direction of Sandown, approached the gate. He demanded 1s. toll of Downer, and on his refusal
kept the gate closed against them, and two defendants, with the assistance of another man, unhinged the gate, and threw it
down by the roadside, and then defendants passed through with their wagon.
By Mr. Hooper. - Could not say that the gate was injured by being thrown down. Closed the gate before he demanded toll,
and believed the gate in closing touched the fore horse, but not violently. Did not see that an accident was likely to occur out
of it. Newberry did put his hand on the gate, and helped to throw it down.
Mr. Philip Wootton, of 52, Curzon Street, Mayfair, London, licensed victualler, was in the toll house when defendants came
up, and he hastened out and tried to prevent the gate being unhinged. He was positive that Newberry assisted the other man
in an hindering and throwing down the gate. Newberry rushed to the head of his horses and took them through. Witness
tried to snatch his whip, and was threatened. The gate was closed when he went out to witness the scene.
Mr. George T. Knight, Jr., saw the wagon belonging to Mr. James Roach, and went to Shide and they saw the horses about
to pass through, when complainant flung the gate to, to prevent the passage, and the gate struck one of the horses violently
and nearly knocked it over and that caused the three other horses to swerve, and there was some danger, when Newberry
caught hold of the head of the shaft horse.
Complainant made no demand for toll. Newberry was standing by witness, and did not touch the gate. There was a man
named Niblett there with a cart of sand, wanting to get through the gate and he believed he had gone to Aldershot as one of
the reserves. The complaint against Newberry was dismissed, and Downer was committed for trial at the next Sessions. Bail
for his appearance was accepted.
The Chairman said as to the dispute about tolls, he offered no opinion, but he would say nothing could justify the violence
and injuring the gate and throwing it down.
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Isle of Wight Observer, May 11, 1878
THE TOLL DISPUTES AT SHIDE.
Another phase of the singular disputes about the tolls at Shide was opened before the Deputy Judge of the Ryde County
Court on Wednesday. The facts of the claim for damages can be gathered from the report of the last sitting of the court but
one cannot help asking, What can be at the bottom of this warfare? Whose fault is it? There are certain rights which it is
often best not to enforce to stringently and a gentlemanly method of procedure will often gain more than acts of overt violence.
We are afraid the present collector of the tolls at Shide gate has not learnt this, and is not the man to act very mildly or
graciously, but is actuated by sudden and peculiar impulses. We do not believe he would have got into half the hot water he
has if he had not been so erratic.
When a man is always getting involved in quarrels it naturally leads one to think that there must be something very combative
in his disposition. His Honour decided to look at the question before him in a commonsense light, and when looked at in that
way the tollman clearly appears in the wrong. Mr. Knight and Mr. Williams had a dispute as to what was a proper toll for a
certain cart and they agreed to abide by the decision of the County Court Judge.
For several weeks Mr. Knight's carts were allowed to go free, Mr. Knight agreeing, "on his honour as a man," to pay for his
tolls whatever the judge deemed right and proper.. Mr. Hooper objected that a month’s notice had to be given before the
action could be brought. Now, surely if Mr. Knight's word that he would pay was good for three weeks, it was good for the
other month which must expire before the case could be heard, but the tollman did not think so, for he suddenly determined
to put an end to the truce and come to open war. So on 2 April, after having been very friendly with Mr Knight's carter, and
riding part of the way into Newport with him in his cart, he suddenly jumped out upon him to levy a distress for his toll, and
hurt one of the horses then on another journey, when Mr Knight was driving, he made a similar attack upon him and received
more than he bargained for - a good horse whipping, which it appears he richly deserved, as it was necessary to administer
it in order to make him discontinue a course which would have upset a wagon.
He was served as anyone who suddenly and treacherously broker a truce deserved to be served, for it seems he had let the
wagons go through for several weeks previously under the agreement he made without question. This eccentric individual,
of course, received an intimation that he could expect no damages for what was brought about by his own wrongdoing. Shide
tollgate man contemptuously terms us as "barbarians," and proudly speaks of himself as an Englishman and by the emphasis
he places on the words he evidently wishes to infer that the denizens of this fair Isle are not. We think the best thing that Mr
Williams can do is to go back to Oxford, and flee from an Island where the men defend their rights with horse whips, and
not, as he admitted to be his genteel practice, occasionally with the knife.
Isle of Wight Observer, June 8, 1878
George Cheek and William Cheek, his brother, of Pan Farm, were summoned for assaulting Mr John Williams, turnpike toll
collector at Shide. Complainant deposed that on Tuesday, 28 May, about five, he saw the defendants on the road with a
timber carriage, wheels less than 3 inches broad, drawn by a horse. They seemed to have passed through his tollgate, and
were 100 yards off, going towards Pan Farm. He went after them and demanded 4d. toll. He asked their names and they told
him to take it from the nib, viz., the timber carriage. They said they had read the list of vehicles which were liable to pay toll
but there was no mention of a "nib."
Complainant snatched the whip out of George Cheek's hand, saying he should take it for the toll, and ran back with it to the
toll house. George picked up a stone and threw it at him but it did not strike him. Complainant put the whip into his back
room and his wife, seeing the defendants coming to the house, closed the front door which opens into the front room.
Defendants forced the door open and the struggle took place for the whip. Complainant seized a hatchet for the purpose of
protecting his wife, and struck George with the back part of it. Defendants then dragged him out into the road and William
took the axe from him, but they brought it back the same night about 9.
The Chairman said defendants had no right to force their way into the house, but under the circumstances the magistrates
thought it right to dismiss the complaint.
Isle of Wight Observer, June 8, 1878
THE SHIDE TOLL GATE DISPUTE. - That the present lessee of the tolls at Shide cannot be the most amiable of men,
we think the disputes which the County Bench and Court have had to settle, will show. The man demanded a higher rate of
toll for wagons with narrow wheels. The farmers in the neighbourhood paid a small toll without demur, but we now hear
that in grasping for too much, the toll keeper is likely to lose all, for the farmers are all having broad wheels put to their
wagons, so the wheelwrights have been the gainers and the toll hitherto paid will be quite lost by the present lessee.
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The Ventnor Rew Toll House from 1866 OS map.
The Toll House was situated at today’s junction of Newport Road and St Margarets Glade.

The Chale Toll House from the 1866 OS map.
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1879

Isle of Wight Observer, August 23, 1879.
The Clerk was instructed to write to Mr Morgan requesting him to move the old toll-house in the Preston-road which had
become a nuisance.
Isle of Wight Observer, March 1, 1879.
Luke Tomkin, collector of tolls at Bellcroft gate, Staplers, was summoned by Mr. Thomas Flux, of Blacklands, farmer, for
demanding 4d. toll in respect of his one-horse van, which toll he refused to pay, and then tendered the sum of 3d. for the said
van, under the 6th sub-section of the 22nd section of the Isle of Wight Highway Act, which sum he afterwards received, and
then distrained and removed a breeching strap for payment of the balance, one penny, he claimed.
Mr. W. H. Wooldridge appeared on behalf of the defendant. Complainant stated that on the 17th inst., about 11 a.m., on
passing through the gate to the town he tendered 3d., which was refused. On his return from town to the gate defendant
received 3d. tendered and demanded another penny. Complainant warned him not to touch the horse's head, and told him he
might distrain if he liked. Defendant then distrained and took the breeching strap, and complainant passed on.
By Mr. Wooldridge.—Took out an Excise license for the van for £2 last Saturday. Never before had a license for it. Used
the van in his business as a farmer. Never before could afford to use it as a pleasure van. Sometimes gave a neighbour a ride.
The Chairman said the magistrates were of opinion that the van was liable to a toll of 4d., and dismissed the complaint.
Mr. Wooldridge said the strap would be handed over on payment of expenses of distraint.

In November 1958 the County Press published an extract from the memoirs of Edwin Holbrook
of Porchfield (see page 59). Holbrook describes characters and events from his childhood and at
one point relates how when he was a young boy the Parkhurst gate was smashed down by the
‘carter for a West Wight farmer’ and how he remembered ‘seeing the broken gate thrown on the
banks.’ Holbrook is, without doubt, referring to the next newspaper report :
Hampshire Advertiser, April 12, 1879
James Gosden was charged with destruction of the Parkhurst Tollgate on January 27th ult. Learned council said it was
impossible to conceal from themselves the fact that there had been many such disputes in the Isle of Wight about these tolls,
and several trials of persons were arising out of them. The gates and tolls were established in 1813 and the Act was the sole
authority for their collection. A great many discussions had arisen as to what money might or might not be levied under the
provisions of the Act. It was, however, a pure question of law and not one to be decided by any high-handed proceedings.
Some years ago there were riots in Wales as to the toll gates there. There had been a great deal of feeling in the Island about
the tolls and a large number of persons on one side and the other had taken part in the dispute. The feeling was simply
childish, for the dispute could have been settled by any two barristers putting their heads together. (Evidence was then
heard proving that Gosden had smashed the gates). The chairman said defendant had clearly broken the law and the
jury found him guilty.
Hampshire Advertiser, Same issue
George William Flux was indicted for an almost similar case to Gosden. The gate removed was Debourne Bar and it was
simply taken off its hinges, a “throwing down” within the meaning of the statute. Luke Tomkins, collector of tolls at the
gate, deposed that on the 18th ult., between 11 and 12 a.m., defendant, in a two-wheeled cart, wheels of 3in. width, and
metal springs, drove up to the toll-bar. There was bread in the cart. Witness locked the toll-bar and demanded the toll.
Defendant refused to pay and called upon him to open the bar.
Witness refused to open it unless the toll was paid, and defendant got out of the cart, lifted the bar from the staple on which
it turned, moved the end far enough across the road to effect a passage, and drove on. Defendant said the cart was not liable
to pay toll.
The following judgement was entered - The court is of the opinion that defendant had a right to go through the gate without
paying toll, and it was most outrageous to lock a toll-gate against persons against persons who were not liable to pay a toll,
but is of the opinion that defendant was not justified in removing the obstruction. Bound over to appear at the next sessions
for judgement.
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1880

Three year lease to operate Island Tollgates sold to Parry of London for £2730pa; an increase of £145 on previous year.

Isle of Wight Observer, July 17, 1880.
John O’Leary, keeper of the Staplers tollgate, pleaded guilty to being drunk and disorderly on Saturday night. - Defendant
said he had been to draw his pension, and, losing a part of it, he got so excited that he went and drank the other (laughter). The Mayor remarked that that was not the best way to make up for what he had lost. - Fined 5s. and costs.

1882

Isle of Wight Observer, July 29, 1882

A SMOKY CHIMNEY AT WESTRIDGE TOLL HOUSE. - At the meeting of the Board of Highways on Wednesday,
the occupant of Westridge toll-house complained in writing to the Board that the chimney at times completely smoked him
out, and rendered him helpless as a cooking animal under his own roof. In order to get the smoke to go up, the chimney
should be carried up higher. Mr J. Blake had been to see it, and some ladies, if not Parliament, were going to take it up.
Orders were given to look to the matter, and render threatened agitation on the subject uncalled for.

1883

Erection of a toll bar house in the Blackwater road was agreed to.

Isle of Wight Observer, September 22, 1883.

A Commissioners meeting in 1883 provides the earliest reference to the toll house at Watergate 'Toll house in a dilapidated condition.'

1884

Isle Of Wight Observer, August 16, 1884
(Advertisement) THE RYDE (483RD) STARR BOWKETT BUILDING SOCIETY. UNDER POWER OF SALE. To be
sold, by Tender, (in one lot,) by order of the above Society as mortgagees, a Freehold Dwelling-House, situate at Coppins
Bridge, near Newport, I. W., (Formerly the Toll House) let to a good tenant at 4s. per week.
In December 1884, a case of fraud was heard at Newport. Charles Wyatt, an employee of Frank
Barton, a horse dealer, was accused of paying for a toll at the Parkhurst tollgate, Forest Road,
with a worthless medal. The case provided a fascinating insight into the inner workings of a
tollgate. The original article was very long and has been edited.

December 6th, 1884.
SERIOUS CHARGE AGAINST A MEMBER OF THE SALVATION ARMY. Charles Wyatt, of Newport, a member
of the salvation Army, was charged with unlawfully uttering and putting off a Hanoverian medal as and for a sovereign.
Mr W. H. Wooldridge appeared for the prisoner. Thomas Dyer said he was a toll-gatekeeper and resided at Parkhurst tollgate. On October 25th, he saw the prisoner, who came to the toll-gate, returning from Cowes. It was between 7 and 8 o'clock
in the morning. He was driving a horse and cart. He pulled up at the gate, and handed witness a coin - the one produced. He
said nothing. Witness asked him if it was a good coin, and he said Mr Frank Barton, his master, gave it to him to pay the toll
at Cowes. Witness took the coin and put it into the box with the other tolls. He gave prisoner 19s. 9d. change, and he drove
away towards Newport. On Monday, November 17, he made up his takings, amongst which was the coin produced. There
were some sovereigns amongst the takings. He put all the money up into a parcel, and a young person from the station - Mr
Goodden's collector - came to the toll-house, and he gave it to her. He received a receipt from the girl. Mr Goodden, when
he did not call himself for the tolls, sends his girl with a note. Was sure the parcel contained the coin produced. On the 18th
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The Shanklin Toll House from 1866 OS map.

The Shanklin Toll House 2019.
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of

November, he received a note from Mr Goodden containing the coin in question, which he kept till the next day, and he then
"communed" with Mr Barton, whom he saw. Was quite sure the coin produced was the one the prisoner gave him. He gave
the coin to Mr Barton, who did not return it to him.
Cross-examined by Mr Wooldridge: Since the 19th he had not seen the coin till today. He could not say for certain how
many sovereigns he put up in the parcel. There were not twenty nor ten. The money in the parcel amounted altogether to
about £10. He knew the coin was the same, because he passed remarks upon it when he took it... Kate Meecham said she
lived at the Newport railway station, and was in the employ of Mr Goodden, the lessee of the tolls. On the 17th of November,
she went to the toll-gate at Parkhurst and received from Thomas Dyer a parcel containing money. She put it on the table in
the kitchen at the refreshment room, about half past three, and Mr Goodden took it, but she did not see him do so. She did
not collect from any other gates that day. The parcel was tied up with string. Mr Goodden came in about half past four.
Mr George James Randall Goodden, lessee of the Isle of Wight highway tolls, cross-examined by Mr Wooldridge: He
opened the parcel at Southampton on the same evening he received it. He then discovered the peculiarity of this coin. It was
a fortnight's money in this particular parcel. It was the day after he received the coin that he returned it to the manageress
with a letter addressed to Dyer.
Mr Frank Barton, horse dealer of Marvel, near Newport, stated that on the 25th of October, about six o'clock in the
morning, he drove to Cowes with the prisoner. When he left the trap at Cowes, prisoner asked him how about the gate money.
Witness said, "There is not much time now to get change. You tell them to put it down to me. I'll pay when I come through
another day."
Robert Edwin Hayles, a youth, said he lived in Pyle-street. He was playing with the coin - the one produced; he could
swear to it by the rim. Prisoner asked him to let him look at it. Prisoner asked him what he wanted for it. Witness said "You
give me threepence for it and you can have it." Prisoner said "all right," kept the coin, and paid witness the threepence about
a fortnight ago, on Wednesday evening.
PC Warr deposed that on Wednesday, November 19th, he apprehended prisoner at Newport and charged him with uttering
the medal in question to Thomas Dyer as and for a sovereign. He cautioned prisoner, who said he did change a sovereign
there some time ago but he did not know it was a bad one. He said "I gave the boy threepence for it. I put it in my pocket,
and changed it at the toll gate in mistake for another." Witness wrote down what prisoner had said, took it to him in the cell,
and read it over to him. Prisoner then put his mark to it.... This was the case for the prosecution.
For the defence, Frederick Wyatt, groom, in the employ of Mr F.B.T. Goldstone, of Newport, said the prisoner was his
brother. Remembered seeing his brother the day before he went to Cowes on the occasion in question. His brother then asked
him to lend him twopence to go to the Coffee Tavern, as he didn't want to change a sovereign. Witness saw that his brother
had a sovereign.
Prisoner was committed to take his trial at the next Quarter Sessions. He was again released on bail. The court was filled
with members of the Salvation Army, who manifested much interest in this case of their fellow member, as they sat patiently
in court for 4½ hours.

County Press, December 13, 1884
The committee appointed to select a site for a new toll-house and gate on the Watergate-road reported that having inspected
the present structure, also the road at Watergate, they recommended that arrangements be made for the erection of a new
house at the latter place on the wasteland on the north side of the bridge, and that if no such arrangements could be made, a
new house be built on the present site. The Clerk said he had seen Mr Francis Pittis, the representative of Queen's College,
who owned the land on both sides of the road where the present structure stood, and he stated that the present house was
very unsightly and detrimental to the property there, and there was a probability that the College would give a piece of land
in a less objectionable place, though they would prefer that the house should be removed altogether to Watergate. - The
matter stands over for further enquiry.

1885

Charles Wyatt returned to court to hear his sentence.

County Press, January 17, 1885
Charles Wyatt, 25, in the employee of Mr Barton, horse dealer, was charged with uttering an Hanoverian medal as, and for,
a sovereign with intent to defraud, at Parkhurst Tollgate, on 25 October. The case has been fully reported in these columns,
and, after hearing the evidence, prisoner was found guilty of the charge and was sentenced to two months hard labour.
Prisoner was a member of the Salvation Army, and much interest has been evinced throughout the trial by that body.

Isle of Wight Observer, February 7, 1885
Mr Estcourt, the clerk, was requested to confirm with the lessee of the tolls respecting placing a bar across New-road at
Whiteley Bank. - The plans of a proposed new toll-house and gate at Watergate-bridge, was received and examined and
subsequently adopted.
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County Press, March 7, 1885
The dilapidated condition of Yarmouth toll-house - one of the first built in the Island - was reported upon, and its repair was
ordered; the surveyor to propose an estimate.
County Press, April 4, 1885
The West Medene Surveyor made a report on the Yarmouth toll-house, which was stated to be in an utterly dilapidated
condition. It would be far better to rebuild than to attempt to repair. Sir Erasmus Ommanney wrote that the place was so
dilapidated as to be at present uninhabitable. - Mr W Selby said he had inspected the house, which was certainly not fit for
occupation in its present condition. Mr Henry Pinnock said it would be absurd to attempt to repair such a place, and he
proposed that the Surveyor be requested to prepare plans and specifications for a new house. Mr Glyn said the place was at
present a crying nuisance. In reply to a question, the West Medene Surveyor expressed an opinion that if the house was
"repaired" the first gale would blow the roof off, and the "restored" structure might, under exceptionally favourable conditions,
last a month (laughter). Mr Pinnock's proposition was carried.
County Press, April 1885
In reference to the question of the site for a new toll house and gate in the neighbourhood of the new road leading from
Shanklin to Whiteley Bank, the Clerk said the hon. sec. of the Shanklin Committee said that they were willing that a toll-bar
should be erected in the place proposed. Mr Smith suggested that the most convenient site for a toll-house would be at the
junction of the road leading up from Apse and the new Road, and he proposed that the agent for Mr Gassiot be written to,
asking if he would consent to the house being placed there, and if so, on what terms. He thought the occupier would consent
to this on condition of his being allowed a free pass through this particular gate. Mr Pinnock opposed the "free pass"
suggestion as most unusual and improper and remarked that it would be much better to buy the land right out or pay a ground
rent. The proposition was carried. Meanwhile the toll contractor will be permitted to direct a bar at the place indicated.
County Press, May 9, 1885
It was recommended that the road between the upper and lower toll-gates at Carisbrooke be called "Cedar-road".
County Press, May 30, 1885
Yarmouth Toll House : The committee appointed to examine the plan and specifications for a new tollhouse at Yarmouth
reported that they had made certain alterations and recommendations, and an amended plan was now submitted for adoption.
Mr Blake said he did not see why they should incur greater expense in the direction of a toll house at Yarmouth than at
Watergate. Mr Morris thought they were on the lines of spending money very freely.
Mr Selby asked why the old building could not be reroofed? Mr Stark said to put a new roof on the old house would be like
putting soles on a pair of boots which had no uppers (laughter). Mr Long said it would be a waste of money to spend the
farthing on such a tumbledown building. It was resolved that the Commissioners invite tenders but they did not pledge
themselves to carry out the work.
The Shanklin and Whiteley Bank Road : The committee appointed to inspect the road passing by Apse Farm to Princelett
and to recommend a site for a toll house on the new road from Shanklin to Whiteley Bank presented their report. With respect
to the bridle-road, they reported it to be in a fair condition, and subject to certain alterations being made, they recommended
its adoption. As to the site for a tollhouse, they thought the board could not do better than adopt the one recommended, viz.,
at the west corner of the road leading from Apse at the junction with the new road.

County Press, June 27, 1885
The Watergate Toll-House : The Improvement Committee having inspected the new toll-house at Watergate Bridge,
reported that they considered the work to have been satisfactorily carried out. The Surveyor added that the Committee
authorised the house to be taken possession of, and it was now occupied. The old toll-house had been sold for £4.
County Press, June 27, 1885
In reply to a communication from the Clerk, Mr. Gassiott stated that he would require a ground rent of £5 per annum for a
site for the new toll-house on the Shanklin to Whiteley Bank Road. He desired that a rustic lodge should be built, that plans
should be submitted for his approval, and that care should be taken that drainage should not go into the stream near which
was tributary of that which supplied Sandown with water. Mr Urry, who had been communicated with as to another site,
offered it for a ground rent of £1 a year, but Mr Harvey said he would only grant aid 10 years' lease. Mr Urry's offer was
accepted. Mr Mark Morgan hoped the Board would communicate with the Shanklin Committee on the matter. He believed
they could not have a toll-gate within a certain distance of the Local Board district, and that Mr Urry's site would infringe
that provision. £5 a year was an excessive sum but Mr Gassiot's was the better site. Mr Pinnock moved, as an amendment,
that are planned similar to that of the approved toll-house at Yarmouth should be submitted for Mr Gassiot's approval, and
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that he should be asked to modify the ground rent. The Chairman said probably they would not build unless they got a 90
years lease. He did not see that it mattered to the inhabitants of Shanklin where the toll-house was placed. Wherever it was
they would have to pass through it. If the site on Mr Urry's land were selected there ought to be a bar on the adjoining road.
County Press, July 21, 1885
The route selected for the Royal Wedding is that from the Queen's private entrance along the beautiful shaded lane bordered
by magnificent elms. After passing the Prince of Wales's Hotel, immediately opposite the Royal grounds, the procession of
carriages will pass through the picturesque turnpike gates, situate about a mile from Whippingham Church.
County Press, October 17, 1885
Plans for a new toll-house at Cliff Farm, near Shanklin, were submitted and approved, and specifications ordered. The
erection of a bar in the new road was authorised, the lessee of the tolls writing that he found traffic going that way.
County Press, November 14, 1885
Mr W Selby stated that the tenant of the Yarmouth toll-house had complained to him that the cooking range at the toll-house
did not act. A tart had been put into it, but it was not at all cooked (laughter). As there was some difference of opinion as to
what was required, Messrs Tucker and Coate were asked to report again. In regard to the stove the Surveyor was instructed
to call upon the contract to supply a new stove, the tenant having alleged that the present one was second-hand. The Surveyor
stated that the stove supplied was new.

County Press, November 14, 1885
It was reported that the new Shanklin toll-gate was finished, and the contractor (Mr Goodden) was authorised to take tolls.

1886

County Press, March 6, 1886
Chale Turnpike House : This house, for which the Commissioners are paying a rental of £5 per annum, has come into the
possession of the West London Commercial Bank, on whose behalf an enquiry was now made as to whether the
Commissioners would purchase the freehold. The matter stood over for enquiry.
Whiteley Bank Toll-House : It was reported that the work of erecting the toll-house on the new Whiteley Bank Road had
been commenced.
A letter of complaint in the County Press confirmed that the unpopular Sunday double charge
was to remain in place until the abolition of the tollgates.

County Press, September 4, 1886
SUNDAY TOLLS IN THE ISLE OF WIGHT. To the Editor of the Isle Of Wight County Press. Sir, Being a visitor here
and not knowing to whom to enquire, I take the liberty of addressing myself to you. Could you tell me the reason why a toll
for passing which on any day of the week except Sunday in a one-horse vehicle costs threepence, but on that day it is raised
to sixpence. I naturally, when asked this amount, desired to know the reason and all the information I could get was that
they always charged that on Sunday. As far as I am concerned, being only here for a short time, it matters very little to me,
but I think for the benefit of other Londoners who are staying here that might be tempted to take the same route as I did,
namely the road between Ventnor and Wroxall, it would certainly be more satisfactory if we could know the reason. Hoping
that I am not troubling you too much, I am, sir, yours &c., A VISITOR.
[Editor’s Note : We believe the Highway Commissioners have power under their Act to levy double toll on Sundays. Perhaps
the intention of the paternal legislators was in this way to discourage Sunday travelling!]
County Press, September 18, 1886
The Tolls and Compositions : The Clerk stated that the lease of the tolls would expire on 1 December next, and a few
amendments of the conditions were suggested and considerate. It was decided to let the tolls by tender as before. Tenders to
be received that day six weeks. The chairman board testimony to the satisfactory manner in which the present contract had
been carried out by Mr Goodden, who had given them no trouble whatever, and his contract altogether had been the most
satisfactory they had known since the lease was taken by local men. Mr Tucker called attention to what he described as an
anomaly in the present tolls. Horses taking agricultural machinery into Newport for repairs were not charged toll but when
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they returned "empty," toll was levied upon them. Mr Way said he had been charged toll under the circumstances described.
He asked whether the toll was legally leviable? The Clerk, in reply, read the words of the Act as follows :- "That no tolls
shall be taken for any horse, beast, or other cattle, or carriage employed in carrying, or conveying, or going empty to fetch,
carry, or convey, or returning empty from carrying or conveying, having been employed only in carrying or conveying on
the same day, any ploughs, harrows, or implements of husbandry, or any mould, dung, compost, or manure employed in
husbandry for manuring or improving land."
County Press, October 2, 1886
THE ISLE OF WIGHT HIGHWAY COMMISSIONERS will hold a MEETING at the GUILDHALL, NEWPORT, Isle of
Wight, on WEDNESDAY, the 27th day of October next, at 3 o'clock in the afternoon, for the purpose of receiving TENDERS
for taking on Lease for Three Years, from the Sixth Day of December next, all the Tolls payable at the several Turnpike
Gates and Bars in the Isle of Wight, and also all Compositions payable in lieu of such tolls, and for liberty to use narrow
wheeled Waggons and Carts on the Roads and Highways in the Isle of Wight.
Particulars and Conditions of Letting and Forms of Tender may be obtained on application to me at my office, Newport, Isle
of Wight, after Monday, the 11th day of October next. By order of the Commissioners, A.H. ESTCOURT, Clerk, Newport,
Isle of Wight, September 29, 1886.
County Press, October 16, 1886
TENDERS FOR THE TURNPIKE TOLLS.—On Wednesday afternoon a special meeting of the Isle of Wight Highway
Commissioners was held at the Guildhall. Mr. J. B. Blake in the chair, for the purpose of receiving tenders for the taking
on lease for three years, from the 6th December next, all the tolls payable at the several turnpike gates and bars in the Island,
and also all compositions payable in lieu of such tolls. The following tenders were received :—Mr. James Percy, £2803 per
annum ; Mr. James Weeks, £2705 10s ; Mr. John Goodden. £2700 ; Mr. Isaac Barton, jun.. £2605 ; Mr. G. J. R. Goodden,
£2650 (or £25 per annum above the highest tender) : Mr. James Woodnutt. £2600 ; Mr. George Haynes, £2595.—Mr. Dredge
proposed, and Mr. G. Knight seconded, that Mr. James Weeks's tender be accepted.—Mr. H. Pinnock, J.P., moved that Mr.
Percy's tender be accepted.— Seconded by Mr. R. Mew, and on a division the voting was—Weeks, 2 ; Percy, 24.—Mr.
Percy's tender was therefore accepted, subject to his sureties being satisfactory.—Three years ago when the present lessee
(Mr. G. J. R. Goodden) purchased the tolls his tender was £2576 per annum.
County Press, November 13, 1886
A Complaint As to the Deposit of Gravel : Mr Blake said he made it his business to go along the Yarmouth-road. All along
the Forest-road he found a large quantity of metal deposited, but when he got near Shalfleet toll-gate he did not see, he
believed, a single yard of fresh metal deposited, though one cart was met loaded with dirty stuff.
County Press, December 11, 1886
A Toll Gate Blown Down : It was reported that the Tollgate at Afton had been blown down during the gale that morning.
Mr Stark said part of the toll-house had also been blown away, and the place was scarcely habitable. Mr Blake suggested
that it should be left to Mr Tucker, with the Surveyor, to see that the necessary repairs were done at once. Agreed to.

1887

County Press, September 24, 1887
In the parish of Whippingham of the claim of James Salter was somewhat warmly contested by the Conservatives. The
claimant had removed from Carisbrooke toll-house to Eva Cottage, Shide, and Mr Wooldridge tried to prove that there was
no sleeping accommodation in the toll-house, which was described as a mere shed and was only visited by claimant in the
day, he going elsewhere to sleep. It transpired, however, that Mr Salter occupied two houses at Carisbrooke - one at the
entrance to the village and the other at Castle-hill, sleeping at the former. Mr Wooldridge admitted that this had caused some
confusion in his information, and the claim was allowed.

County Press, December 10, 1887
The Chale Toll-House : The Improvement Committee reported that this toll-house was in a very dilapidated state and not
worth repair. They were unable to find any cottage in the neighbourhood suitable for the purpose, and they recommended
that the present house and garden be purchased if it could be got at a reasonable price, and a new house built on the site; or
that application for sites should be made to Lady Mary Gordon and Mr Linington. - It was decided to offer £50 for the site
of the present toll-house to the liquidator of the West London Commercial Bank, the owners.
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1888

In this next report, of a Council meeting, Alderman Colenutt is agitating for the end of the Toll
system and remarks, “ if it is not abolished within the next three years, the Isle of Wight would
be the only district in England where they had survived.”
Two months later the Highway Commissioners were forced by law to repeal the Island Highway
Act.
Isle of Wight Observer, February 18, 1888
TURNPIKE TOLLS IN THE ISLAND. Alderman Colenutt moved the following resolution : "That the General Purposes
Committee report to the Council with respect to the turnpike tolls with the mileage of roads maintained by the Commissioners
of Highways in the Island, with the proportion of the general district rates spent in each district for the repairs of streets, for
a period of three years, and any further information respecting turnpike tolls they may think important in the interests of the
inhabitants of the Urban districts in the Island and the general public.
Turnpike tolls had been a source of grievance, not only to inhabitants but to visitors for, as he supposed they were aware,
they had been condemned by public opinion all over England, as well as by Parliament. It appeared that the Commissioners
asked the Local Government Board whether the Island was not entitled to a grant in respect to the Carriage Tax. The reply
was that as the Island Commissioners had turnpikes and not main roads, they would not be entitled to any grant. He had
investigated the report of the Local Government Board, 1887, and found it stated that the turnpike tolls were excessive and
not equitable, and further that if it is not abolished within the next three years, the Isle of Wight would be the only district
in England where they had survived. The original Highway Act gave power (except within the Borough of Newport) to levy
a rate not to exceed 6d. in the pound, to erect turnpikes, and levy the tolls according to schedule. The money was to be spent
in keeping up the roads. The Act was in force for all roads in the Island about 40 years ago. During the last 25 years, however,
seven urban districts had sprung up, and seven urban authorities had sprung up outside the Borough of Newport. The boundary
of the Borough of Newport had also been extended.
He did not know the mileage of the roads taken over by the urban districts, but of one fact he was certain, that while the
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liabilities of the Commissioners had decreased, the value of tolls which they exacted had increased considerably. At present
he was informed there were 25 gates or bars, and 20 of these gates were on the boundaries of the eight urban districts. He
found from the reports sent to the Local government Board for the year ending Lady Day, 1883, the Commissioners had
received £6464, of which sum £2575 was derived from tolls, and £3715 from rates. Their expenditure during the years was
£7476, of which sum £4904 was spent in the repair of the roads, £1720 for "improvements," and £466 in salaries. They
would observe that the largest amounts received were from the rates and while the amount received from tolls was given,
there was nothing to show the actual amount collected at the gates.
If they wished to get an approximate idea of the total amount extracted from the public they must add on the cost of collecting
tolls at these gates. He thought they might add on another £250 as a fair remuneration to the contract for his trouble and risk.
In fact he should not be surprised if it was proved that the collection of tolls cost £700. He would ask the inhabitants of the
Isle of Wight if it was not time these turnpike tolls were abolished. The Local Government Board were encouraging the
abolition of these turnpike roads all over England and by 1891 they would not find them anywhere except in the Isle of
Wight unless they bestirred themselves to get rid of them. A persevering effort should be made to rid the Island of these
tolls, which were especially prejudicial to the Island as a summer resort.
Mr James seconded. It was a great hardship to residents in urban districts that, while they paid rates to keep their own
highways in order, directly they went outside their own boundaries they had to pay toll. Take Binstead for instance. He had
two customers at Binstead whose back premises were just beyond the gate. To get there with his van he had to pay 4d. each
time.
The resolution was carried - For, 16. Against, 9.

County Press, March 31, 1888
A Stolen Bar : It was reported by the Surveyor that the toll-bar at Pan had been stolen. After some discussion as to whether
the lessee of tolls was liable, it was decided to replace the bar, the Clerk pointing out that there was no house attached to the
bar in which anyone who might take care of it could live.
County Press, March 31, 1888
THE BAR AND THE SHEEP - The Surveyor submitted an estimate for repairs to the toll-house and toll-gate at
Whippingham. The estimated cost was £3.10s. for the house and £4.10s. for the gate. Mr Glynn moved that a bar should be
constructed instead of a gate to effect a saving. - Mr Dredge said a great many sheep came from over the water, and, if they
only put a bar, half of the sheep would not pay any money (laughter). - For the bar 24 voted, for the gate 8. - Sir H. Daly : I
vote for a gate to keep out the sheep (laughter).
In Parliament, the Local Government Bill of 1888 was given its first reading. The Bill proposed
the creation of elected county councils throughout England who would take over the
administrative functions of local government. The Highway Commissioners voted to repeal the
1813 Act, the County Press reflecting that in view of the impending legislation, “no other course
was open to the Commissioners.”

County Press, April 28, 1888
Proposed Repeal of the Island Highway Act : At their meeting on Wednesday, the Isle of Wight Highway Commissioners
unanimously passed a resolution in favour of the repeal of the local Highway Act and the consequent abolition of turnpike
tolls in the Island. This may seem a somewhat's startling conclusion on the face of it, having regard to the strenuous manner
in which in past times the Commissioners have defended the toll system; but "circumstances alter cases," and in view of the
changes proposed to be effected under the Local Government Bill, no other course was open to the Commissioners, who are
to be congratulated on the courage and public spirit with which they have faced a situation involving their own
disestablishment.
Isle of Wight Observer, September 15th, 1888
At the meeting of the Highway Commissioners on Wednesday, the chairman (Mr White-Popham) drew attention to the
position of the Board under the Local Government Act. The power of the Commissioners to collect turnpike tolls will cease
on 31st of March next, and on and after 1st of April the roads of the Island will be cleared of those gates and bars of which
our ancestors were so proud, and to which even some of the Commissioners of latest days have clung with a fond affection.
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It is difficult at this distance of time to know whether or not the phrase “the gates and bars of
which our ancestors were so proud” was ironic. Whilst the newspapers of the day faithfully
recorded the day to day activities of the toll system, and the court cases involving them, nowhere
are the thoughts of the everyday road users, the common man, as it were, heard to any great
degree. The views of the landed gentry, however, and well-to-do ratepayers, can be seen to have
found a voice in this selection of newspaper articles. By their very nature these newspapers were
their voice, and most decidedly not the man in the street. From the outset, the well-to-do welcomed
the tolls, which effectively passed the financial responsibility for the upkeep of the roads from
their shoulders to those of the ‘working man’ as this next report, with the abolition of the tolls
just months away, makes clear.
Isle of Wight County Press, December 1, 1888
Mr Wilfred Ward addressed a meeting of the electors of Shalfleet on Wednesday evening. As he stood before the meeting,
an elector said to him that there was one thing about this new Local Government Act which he did not like. He was opposed
altogether to the abolition of turnpike tolls in the Isle of Wight (hear, hear, and laughter) - Well, there were some people
who were deeply attached to turnpike gates, and who looked forward to 31 March next, when those gates were to disappear,
with feelings of unutterable sorrow (laughter). They loved tolls, if only they were "turnpike" tolls, and the more they had to
pay of them, the better pleased were they (laughter). "
But," he asked of the elector in question, "why are you opposed to the abolition of turnpike tolls?" "Well," he replied, "we
get £3000 a year from them and if we lose that, the ratepayers of the Island will have to make it up." He was sorry to deprive
anybody of a pet grievance, but he thought his friend would find that the amount which the Island lost in the way of turnpike
tolls would be more than recouped by grants from imperial sources, and they would have, moreover, the pleasure of knowing
that their roads were free (cheers).
Were he to make a thousand speeches on this subject, he should never close one without beseeching his heroes to keep party
politics out of County Council elections (cheers). There was enough, and more than enough, of party strife in other arenas.
Let them keep it out here (cheers).

1889

This year marked the end for the tollgates. At the end of March the barriers were removed and
after 70 years payment to use the Queen’s Highway became a thing of the past. The County Press
pondered “ We wonder whether it has occurred to any photographer to take the views of some of
the toll-houses and gates.” Unfortunately, the answer seems to be ‘no.’
Isle of Wight Times, January 10th, 1889
The Commissioners had received £23,000 from turnpike tolls during the past 10 years and Ryde had contributed as much as
£5000 of that amount.
County Press, February 2, 1889
The Toll Houses : Mr Brooke said they were approaching the time when the toll-gates would be in the hands of the
Commissioners. He suggested that they ought to appoint a subcommittee to consider any applications for their purchase.
The Clerk might offer them to the adjoining land-owners and see what they would give. The Clerk suggested that a report
should be drawn up as to the various tenures on which the houses were held. Mr Pinnock agreed that the right of pre-emption
and should be given to the adjoining owners but said there should be a valuation and the houses should be put up to auction
if the owners did not take advantage of the offer of purchase. The Clerk said he had had an application to purchase the
valuable property they bought the other day at Chale for £50 by a person who would be willing to give them the same price.
He also had had applications for some of the other toll-gates. Mr Coate said if they dealt privately with owners of land, they
would not get the full value of the houses. Ultimately the matter was allowed to stand over.
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County Press, March 30, 1889
TOLLHOUSES AND GATES - PREPARING FOR THE END.
At the meeting of the Highway Commissioners, the committee submitted a detailed report, which was read by the clerk. In
some cases it was proposed that the offer of the tollhouses should be made to the owners of the adjoining land, the amount
to be determined by valuation, and in others it was proposed that the houses should be sold by auction on the understanding
that they should be pulled down. These latter houses included those at Bellecroft (Staplers), Castle-road (Carisbrooke),
Carisbrooke-road, and Parkhurst. – After some discussion, the report was received and adopted. It was further resolved that
the gates and posts be sold by auction, and on the recommendation of the committee, Mr Francis Pittis was appointed to act
as auctioneer, and Mr Henry J. Way as valuer in cases where a valuation was required. - The clerk received full instructions
to make and conclude all necessary negotiations and arrangements in the matter.
County Press, March 30, 1889
THE OLD ORDER CHANGETH
Turnpike tolls in the Isle of Wight will cease to be after tomorrow (Sunday), and from one end of the Island to the other,
free and open will be the Queen's highway. At their meeting on Wednesday the Highway Commissioners made arrangements
for the decent obsequies of the old toll-system, and doubtless there were some at the Board who contemplated with sad
hearts the last scene of all in the eventful history of the venerable institution. We wonder whether it has occurred to any
photographer to take the views of some of the toll-houses and gates which are about to vanish for evermore. They would be
of interest and value in years to come.
County Press, March 30, 1889
FRANCIS PITTIS AND SON are instructed by the Isle of Wight Highway Commissioners to Sell by Auction at the Bugle
Hotel in Newport, on SATURDAY, APRIL 13, 1889, at 3 o'clock in the afternoon, in consequence of the abolition of turnpike
tolls, several of the TOLL HOUSES and the TOLL GATES in various parts of the island. Further particulars will appear in
future advertisements. A. Harbottle Estcourt, Clerk to the Highway Commissioners.
County Press, April 6, 1889
SALE ON SATURDAY NEXT : FRANCIS PITTIS AND SON are instructed by the Isle of Wight Highway Commissioners
to Sell by Auction at the Bugle Hotel, in Newport, on SATURDAY NEXT, APRIL 13, 1889, at 3 o'clock in the afternoon,
in consequence of the abolition of turnpike tolls : A Freehold stone-built and slated COTTAGE, with garden, situate adjoining
the high road near the church at Chale. The TOLL-HOUSES at Parkhurst, Carisbrooke, Castle-road, and Bellecroft, to be
removed by the respective purchasers. The Turnpike GATES, BARS, AND POSTS at the several toll-houses and other
places throughout the Isle of Wight.
Ventnor Telegraph, April 6, 1889
A RED LETTER DAY : Monday was a red letter day with the coach proprietors, and many a lusty cheer arose from driver,
guard, and passengers, as several of these admirably equipped vehicles, for which Ventnor is so noted, out upon excursion
trips, passed unchallenged through the now discarded toll gates. The abolition of this tax upon traffic will make a great
difference to the posting masters, for every four-horsed charabanc was "tolled" to the extent of 3s. each daily trip.
County Press, April 13, 1889
A letter was read from the Clerk to the Highway Commissioners offering to sell Northwood toll-house to the Board, and the
matter was referred to the General Purposes Committee.

County Press, April 20, 1889
THE LAST OF AN OLD INSTITUTION : - The disestablished toll-gates, bars, &c., were submitted to sale by auction by
Mr Francis Pittis, jun., at the Bugle Hotel, on Saturday afternoon, and the several lots - 23 in number - realised £18 7s. The
toll houses at Parkhurst, Carisbrooke, Castle-road and Bellecroft were sold at the same time, the first fetching £11, the second
£9 9s., the third £7 10s., and the fourth £9. These have to be removed before the last day of May. The toll house at Marvelroad which stands on Mr Johnson's land, was purchased by that gentleman for 26 guineas, and Mr W. T. Way Buckell secured
for £126 freehold cottage lately used as a toll house at Chale.

THE LAST OF THE TOLL HOUSES : The Clerk of Newport Parish Council said the Fairlee house would be pulled
down. Her Majesty the Queen had agreed to purchase the Whippingham house on the valuation of Mr Way. The Cliff Gate
house, Shanklin, had been disposed of to Mr G. K. Urry, the adjoining owner, for £30. Lord Heytesbury, had expressed a
wish to have the Yarmouth house at the valuation price of the materials. The Vice-chairman said he thought they ought to
accede to Lord Heytesbury's wish. They all knew how generous he was in any matter connected with the Island.
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THE OLD COWES TOLLHOUSE : The Chairman read the report of the General Purposes Committee, saying they had
inspected the toll-house on the Newport-road and were of opinion that it was worth £30 and recommended that this sum be
offered to the Highway Commissioners for it. The committee thought it desirable to purchase the house, as, in the event of
its being purchased by anyone else, it might become a nuisance, being so close to the reservoirs. Carried.
County Press, April 27, 1889
The Clerk reported a balance in favour of the Board of £2087 10s. 7d. He also produced a statement of the receipts and
expenditure for the year which had been audited by the Government Auditor and found correct. The receipts amounted to
£8914 6s. 8d., Of which £2062 was balance from last year, £4212 was derived from tolls, and £2570 from the contributions
of the consolidated parishes.

County Press, September 14, 1889
Rew toll-house had been sold to Mr. Hills for £40. With respect to the toll-houses at Smallbrook and Westridge, which were
held under a lease from the Oglander estate, a letter was now read from the steward of the estate stating that his clients had
decided that they would not become the purchasers of the property. The Clark pointed out that the Commissioners had a
power of letting the houses for the remainder of the terms of the leases, but, after some discussion, it was resolved that
subject to the approval of the ground landlords, the houses be pulled down and materials sold.

County Press, October 12, 1889
DISUSED TOLL-HOUSES : – As to the proposed removal of the toll-houses at Smallbrook and Westridge, the
representatives of the Nunwell estate wrote stating that they had no power to allow buildings erected on the estate to be
pulled down. Under the lease, the Commissioners were required to keep the houses in question in repair, and their attention
was called to the dilapidated condition of one of them. The matter was referred to committee.

County Press, December 7, 1889
TOLL-GATES. – It was stated that the toll-gates at Westridge and Smallbrook had been offered to the Nunwell estate but
no reply had been received. - Mr Brook said the steward of the estate informed him that they would not take them. - It was
agreed that in the event of a refusal, Mr A. Brook should have the lease of the house at Smallbrook for £10.

1898

Isle of Wight Observer, December 17, 1898
The visitors to the town this Christmas will miss the old toll house which stood at the boundary between Ryde and Binstead,
which has been pulled down recently.
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1913

Isle of Wight Times, April 24, 1913
NONAGENARIAN'S DEATH : Shanklin has lost during the week her oldest native in the person of Mrs Maria Kingwell,
who was in her 92nd year. She was born at the old toll-gate cottage which stood in the High-street where the National
Provincial Bank now is. Throughout her long life the deceased had never lived out of Shanklin.

1925

Sir Arthur Somerset Gough-Calthorpe was a senior British admiral during the First World War,
serving with the Grand Fleet, as Second Sea Lord. He retired to Ryde, where he died in 1937,
aged 71. In August 1925 he made a speech to the boys of Newport Grammar School which
included details of the workings of the tollgates....

County Press, August 1st, 1925
ADDRESS BY ADMIRAL THE HON. SIR ARTHUR GOUGH-CALTHORPE.
The annual speech day at the Newport Grammar-school took place on Wednesday in the presence of a large attendance,
Admiral of the Fleet Sir Arthur Gough-Calthorpe honouring this ancient foundation by presenting the prizes …
Travel on the roads was very slow, and carriage wheels all had iron tyres, rubber tyres being a luxury, which came
considerably later. He also remembered the old toll-gates or turn-pikes. In those old days one pulled up at the toll-gate and
a very old man or a very old woman came out and held up their hand for the money which had to be paid, checked that it
was all right, and then opened the turn-pike for one to drive through. That rather delayed things, especially when one was
returning from a dinner party or dance when the old man or old woman had gone to bed, and the toll-gate was shut right
across the road. After banging at the door for some time at last someone came out and collected the toll and opened the gate.
The way of getting about had improved very greatly since those times.

1935

County Press, January 26th, 1935.
The Nonagenarian of the Cowes Toll House.
An interesting old lady is Mrs. Eliza Kavanagh, who resides at Sandown. She will celebrate her 91st birthday in October.
For over 40 years she was toll-keeper at the Old Toll House at Cowes, situated at the corner of the four crossroads, which
still retains its old tiled roof. The deeds of the house date back 130 years, but it is probably much older than this. The upright
oak pillars which support the roof are still in a fairly good state of preservation. The stone walls, which are over a foot thick,
show how soundly the house was constructed in those days. In the garden is a well, some 20ft. deep. In Mrs. Kavanagh's
time this was the only means of obtaining water for domestic purposes. Many Islanders remember this old Toll House, with
its two gates across the road, when they had to pay a farthing a head for sheep and pigs, a halfpenny for a cow, tuppence for
a horse, and threepence for a carriage and horse. Pedestrians went through free. Asked how much a week she took, Mrs.
Kavanagh replied, "Fifteen shillings to a pound" She used to take the money to Northwood, where there was another toll
gate, and the money so collected from the two gates was sent to someone on the mainland. She received five shillings a
week for the collection, but she states that five shillings in those days was a lot of money…

1952

"Newport In Bygone Days." R.J Eldridge, County Press, 1952
"There were toll gates on all the roads leading out of the town. That at Hunnyhill was immediately to the south of the premises
known now as number 75a and formerly as 77 and 79 Hunnyhill; and that at Coppins Bridge was on the eastern side of the
bridge, so as to deal with persons travelling on the old Ryde Road over Staplers Heath and with any travelling to and from
East Cowes. The Tollgate on the road leading out of the town to the South was opposite where St John's Church stands and
the Tollhouse was on the northern tip of the field called Trattles Butt. There were also two toll gates at Carisbrooke; one on
the Gatcombe Road opposite Glenfield and the other at the bottom of Cedar Hill. For many years a man and his wife took
both the tolls at Carisbrook, the wife attending to the gate on the Gatcombe Road."
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1958

County Press, November 1st, 1958
“GRAND OLD MAN” OF LAKE - DEATH OF MR. R. SNUDDEN. By the death of Mr. Robert Snudden the district
has lost one of its most greatly esteemed residents and original businessmen. He was 83. Mr. Snudden often talked about the
toll gate with its wooden-fronted cottage which stood at the Newport road junction nearby, and of the young “bloods” of the
Island, driving through the gate at top speed in their gigs, pairs and fours-in-hand to avoid paying the toll. The toll was 3d.
one horse and 6d. for two, with a ticket to frank the owner through the next toll gate eight miles away.

In 1951, Edwin Holbrook wrote an account of his life in and around the village of Porchfield.
Written for private circulation only, the memoir has never been published in its entirety but copies
have long been in circulation on the Island and make a fascinating read. He began by saying,
“In looking back over my life I have found some pleasure in recalling some incidents that
happened many years ago. As the thoughts have come to me, I have recorded them in the following
pages with the hope that they might be of some interest to my young friends of the present time.
E.H. April 13th. 1951.”
In 1958 an extract from the memoirs was published in the County Press. In it Holbrook tells how
as a child he saw the Parkhurst tollgate laying in the hedge after a carter for a West Wight farmer
tore it down. He is referring to the 1879 case on page 44.

County Press, January 11, 1958
Mr. Edwin Holbrook, formerly well known as a carrier between Porchfield and Newport (the last to use a horse-drawn van)
recently celebrated his 90th birthday. He has a wonderfully retentive memory and the skill to record his recollections, as a
diary of his life, which he wrote at the age of 84, strikingly evidences. "Before the passing of the Rural District Council’s
Act of Parliament, the upkeep of the highways was in the hands of the Highway Commissioners, and the funds were raised
largely by the payment of tolls. The tollgates were placed at the entrance to the towns. All vehicles with wheels under three
inches wide were charged threepence or sixpence to pass, according to size and weight. This often caused much disputing
and trouble between the driver and toll collector.
I remember when the tollgate was across the road at the top of Hunny Hill, Newport, almost opposite the Britannia Inn.
The Tollhouse is still there. The boundary of Newport was extended, and the gate was removed to Forest House Corner. A
small house built of wood (wooden bungalow built there for the gate-keeper) was erected for the Collector. The argument
between the public and the Highway Commissioners went on for a long time. (Not long before the gates were removed a
rather exciting thing happened there. The farmers and dairymen strongly objected to paying toll.) It was brought to a crisis
when a farmer, who had a fine team of horses, told his carter he was not to pay any toll when leaving the farm with a load
of corn for the mill, (a farmer in the West Wight sent his carter with a team of four horses and wagon with a load of corn for
the mill, and on leaving the farm, told his carter not to pay the toll under any circumstances and if the gate was closed against
him he was to put a chain round the top bar and hitch the trace horse on and rip it out of the way) and if the gate was shut
against him, he was to put the chain round the top bar, and shut the trace horses onto it, and break it up. This the carter did
(and smashed it to matchwood) and went on his way rejoicing, and delivered the corn at the mill. The farmer agreed to suffer
the consequences. When going to Newport with my mother, I remember seeing the broken gate thrown on the banks at
Forest House Corner. Soon after, a Highway rate was made, and the tolls were discontinued.

1963

County Press, July 27, 1963
This photograph, submitted by Miss M Butcher, of 11 Priory Road, Carisbrooke, recalls with great clarity the old Castle
Road Tollgate, Newport, at the junction with Cedar Hill. This picture, bearing the name of Mr Ernest Kime, photographer,
of Lower St James’s Street, Newport, who died in February 1959 at Atherfield, is in a wonderful state of preservation.
Possessing remarkable detail it is possible with a magnifying glass to see the date of 1883 on one of the posters displayed
on the wall of the building. See photo page 24.
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Notes :

Despite best eﬀorts there are several unexplained anomalies and gaps in these notes regarding
the precise location of some of the toll houses, those at Watergate and Cedar Hill (lower)
being cases in point. The existence of a working toll house in Castle Road, Newport is open
to debate (see page 18) and a tollhouse at Fairlee still stands today despite an 1889 report of
its demolition. Hopefully, as a result of putting this work online, information may come to
light in the future that can clarify these anomalies.

This gathering together of material from sources to hand in 2021 should be seen very much
as a ‘work in progress,’ and not a deﬁnitive document. Any corrections, comments,
suggestions or further information would be most welcome, especially photographs of any
toll gates or houses. Any new facts that come to hand will be gratefully received and will
appear in subsequent revisions.
Please contact nowandthenbooksiw@googlemail.com
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